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description The RecordLog Instance Provider is a Web Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) Instance Provider. On HP 9000 and HP 
Integrity ® systems running a supported version of HP-UX, the RecordLog Provider retrieves information related to the error 
records logged in the database. This provider is compliant with the Common Information Model (CIM*) 2.9 schema, 
proposed by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF). 


Provider Overview 


RecordLog Instance Provider 


The RecordLog Instance Provider allows any client program, compliant with the CIM Schema as mentioned 
earlier, to query for information about the errors logged on the managed system. 


The RecordLog Instance Provider implements the logs related CIM classes. In addition to the properties 
that belong to the standard CIM classes, the RecordLog Instance Provider serves information that is 
specific to HP servers, by implementing HP-specific CIM classes, derived from the standard DMTF classes. 


The following MOF classes are handled by the RecordLog Instance Provider: 


 HP_CommonRecordLog and HP_SFMRecordLog
HP_CommonRecordLog (subclass of CIM_RecordLog) and HP_SFMRecordLog  
(subclass of HP_CommonRecordLog) represent an aggregation of all the error 
records logged in the SFM database. 


HP_CommonLogRecord  and HP_OSErrorLogRecord 
HP_CommonLogRecord (subclass of CIM_LogRecord) and     HP_OSErrorLogRecord  
(subclass of HP_CommonLogRecord) captures the detailed information about each of 
the records logged in the database. This includes identification of properties like 
RecordID, RawData, Major Class, Minor Class, Logger Type, Log Index, etc. 


 HP_LogManagesRecord (subclass of CIM_LogManagesRecord): This class             
identifies which individual record (HP_CommonLogRecord) instance is
associated to which log(HP_CommonRecordLog) instance. 


The MOF classes mentioned above (i.e. all MOF classes prefixed with “HP_”) are HP-specific 
extensions to the CIM Schema, and are registered in the “root/cimv2” namespace. 


The following example illustrates the relationship between the MOF classes mentioned above. On an 
HP Integrity systems, if the server has only a single error record, then CIM instance returned by the 
RecordLog Instance Provider is as follows: 


In addition, the RecordLog Instance Provider also implements association classes to associate the 
instances of the different CIM classes mentioned above. These include: 


o  1 instance of HP_SFMRecordLog (the only instance for the SFM database.)







o 1 instance of HP_LogManagesRecord (associating the single error record, 
HP_OSErrorLogRecord instance with the single HP_SFMRecordLog instance) 


o 1 instance of HP_OSErrorLogRecord (An instance for the single error record 
in the SFM database with a RecordID and a LogIndex . An error record present in the database 
could contain multiple sub error records; this is mapped by a RecordID and a LogIndex. Where 
the RecordID represents the main error record containing the RawData, and the LogIndex points 
to the sub error record, giving further decoded information. The RawData is the same for all the 
Log Indices belonging to a particular RecordID. The LogIndex can be set to “0” while requesting 
for a particular record, if the client is interested only in RawData for that RecordID.


The following CIM operations are not supported by the RecordLog Instance Provider: o  createInstance() 
o  deleteInstance() 
o  modifyInstance() 


 �  The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the 
 SysFaultMgmt Product. 


The RecordLog Instance Provider is not a CIM Method Provider, and does not support extrinsic 
method invocation on instances on any of the MOF classes mentioned above. The invocation of any 
of these methods will result in a CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED exception. 


requirements The RecordLog instance provider is included in the SysFaultMgmt bundle. For the list of software 
requirements of SFM, see the SFM Release Notes at: http://docs.hp.com/en/diag 


release history For information on the release history of the provider see SFM release notes at :  


Please note that the RecordLog Instance Provider does not provide any management, diagnostic or  
configuration capabilities for the above resources. 


For all the MOF classes mentioned above, the RecordLog Instance Provider supports the following standard 
CIM Operations 


http://docs.hp.com/en/diag 


o    enumerateInstanceNames() 
o   getInstance() 
o enumerateInstances is supported only for HP_SFMRecordLog and 


HP_LogManagesRecord  


supported managed        This provider provides  information about error records logged in the SFM database only and not 


any other resources  available logs on the system. 


Use swinstall to install the product: “Swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt” 


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows: 


http://docs.hp.com/en/diag 


The situation on HP 9000 systems architectures is analogous to the 
above. 


setting up this 
provider 
installing this provider  The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider. For the list of 


software requirements for using this provider, see the SFM Release Notes at:  


�  The provider library is libsfmproviders.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with 
all the other libraries it uses to implement the RecordLog Instance provider. A symbolic link is made 
in /opt/wbem/providers/lib/libsfmprovider.sl to link to the libsfmprovider.1 library in 
/opt/sfm/lib/. 


�  The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 
HP_SFMRecordLog.mof , HP_OSErrorLogRecord.mof & HP_LogManagesRecord.mof ) will be available 
in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof in the file HP_SFMRecordLog.mof. This directory will also include the 
provider registration file, namely SFMProvidersR.mof. Note: All the HP-specific MOF classes will be 
registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace. 







�  The /opt/sfm/msgcat/ directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported locales. 
(This is used for the localization of the message strings in RecordLog Instance Provider). 


�  The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution 
of the RecordLog Instance Provider. 


For the list of systems that the RecordLog Provider supports, see the SFM Release Notes at: 
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag . 


Configuring this provider   RecordLog Provider uses a common configuration file along with other providers. So editing the 
configuration file will affect the other providers as well. The configuration file can be found in –
/var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml 
The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file 
are as follows: 


<SFMConfig> <LoggerConfig> <Severity> WARNING </Severity> <!--Possible Values are 
INFORMATIONAL, WARNING, ERROR, 


CRITICAL, STOPLOGGING --> <Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>
<FileSize> 20480 </FileSize> <!--sets the max. file size in KB. Min allowed value 2KB, Max 
allowed value , 1048576 KB (1 GB) --> <NBackupFiles> 3 </NBackupFiles> <!--Number of files to 
roll over. Min allowed value 1, Max allowed value 10 --> 
</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig> 


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed: 


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging 
level and/or target. a) Threshold: Possible values are (in 
increasing severity) 


INFORMATIONAL 


WARNING 


ERROR 


CRITICAL 


NOTE The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of log-messages. It is strongly advised 
not to use this severity level for a long time, for the generated log-files may use a lot of disk space. The 
default (and recommended) threshold in the runtime environment is WARNING. 


b) Target: Possible values include: 


(i) STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console. 


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written 


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/fmControl program, to specify the changed configuration file. i.e. 
$ /opt/sfm/bin/fmControl /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml Note that the complete 
path of the configuration file must be provided to the fmControl program. 


using this provider 


this provider  
  


Note: All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the RecordLog Instance 
Provider. The few non-key properties not supported (currently) by the RecordLog Instance Provider are not 
listed below. 


schema supported by The “Description” section explains in brief the different MOF classes supported by the RecordLog Instance 
Provider. The following tables list all the supported properties corresponding to these MOF classes, along with 
the properties inherited from the standard CIM MOF classes, as per CIM 2.9 specifications. 


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the path to the log file (target 
specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the 
path "/abc/def/" should already exist, and should be writeable by root-user. 


Note: All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the RecordLog


Instance Provider. 
The non-key properties that are not supported by the RecordLog Instance Provider are not listed below. 







Table 1: HP_CommonRecordLog and HP_SFMRecordLog


. 


Table 1 describes the properties of the HP_CommonRecordLog and HP_SFMRecordLog CIM classes. It has three columns. The first is the 
property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), 
and the third is the property’s value and data source. Each row describes a property. 


Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value ( and Data Source)
string Caption Inherited from 


CIM_ManagedElement
This value is always set to “Record Log”


string Description Inherited from  
CIM_ManagedElement


This value is always set to “This is an instance of the 
LOGDB database”


string ElementName Inherited from            
CIM_ManagedElement


This value is set to “Record Log”


uint16 EnabledDefault Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


ValueMap { "2", "3", "5", "6", "7", "8..32767", 
"32768..65535" },
Values { "Enabled", "Disabled", "Not Applicable",
"Enabled but Offline", "No Default", "DMTF Reserved",
"Vendor Reserved" }]
 By default, the element is \"Enabled\" (value=2)."),


uint16 EnabledState Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9","10", "11..32767", "32768..65535" },
Values { "Unknown", "Other", "Enabled", "Disabled",
"Shutting Down", "Not Applicable", "Enabled but Offline",
"In Test", "Deferred", "Quiesce", "Starting",
"DMTF Reserved", "Vendor Reserved" }
As this value is not applicable, its value is set to “5”


uint16 RequestedState Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


ValueMap { "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9", "10", 
"11","..", "32768..65535" },
Values { "Enabled", "Disabled", "Shut Down", "No 
Change","Offline", "Test", "Deferred", "Quiesce", 
"Reboot", "Reset", "DMTF Reserved", "Vendor Reserved" }
By default the value is set to 5.


uint64 
CurrentNumberOfRecords


 Inherited from 
 CIM_Log


This value is set with the number of available records in the 
database during query. 


string InstanceID  Inherited from 
 CIM_RecordLog


This value is set to “HP:LOGDB”.


datetime TimeOfLastChange  Inherited from 
HP_CommonRecordLog


"When a change is made to the Log, the date/time of that 
modification is captured. This value is set with the time of 
the last record logged in the database. 


Table 2 describes the properties of the HP_CommonLogRecord and HP_OSErrorLogRecord classes. It has three columns. The first is the property 
name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is 
the property’s value and data source. Each row describes a property. 


Table 2: HP_CommonLogRecord and HP_OSErrorLogRecord 







Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. This value is always set to “Log Record”.


string Description Inherited from
CIM_ManagedElement


This value is always set to “This is an Instance of a 
single Record in the LOGDB with the logid<logId>  and 


logindex<logIndex> ”
string ElementName Inherited from


CIM_ManagedElement
This value is set to “Log Record”


string 
LogCreationClassName


Inherited from CIM_LogRecord This value is always set to “HP_OSErrorLogRecord”


string LogName Inherited from CIM_LogRecord This value is always set to “SFM Error Database”


string CreationClassName Inherited from CIM_LogRecord This value is always set to “HP_OSErrorLogRecord”


datetime 
MessageTimestamp


Inherited from CIM_LogRecord This value is a timestamp for the entry.


string RecordID Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord This value is an identifier for an instance of LogRecord.


uint16 RecordDataType Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7" },
Values { "Unknown", "Other", "None", "Delimited", 
"Text", "XML", "CIMXML", "SubPacket"}
As this value is not used , it is set to 1


uint8 RawData[] Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord This value is set to binary format of the data in the log 
record.


uint16 MajorClass Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", 
"8", "9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", 
"17", "18", "..", "0x1000", "0x1001" }, Values { 
"Unknown", "Other", "None", "LPMC", "HPMC", 
"PA_CORE", "Memory", "Diag_log", "ChassisCode", 
"Environmental", "SAL", "FPL", "SEL", "MCA", "EVM",
"Application", "Security", "Active Directory", "IML"
"StorageLogRecord Reserved" "Family1", "Family2"}
The first value used to identify the type of error logged.
This value, combined with MinorClass, OSType and 
HardwareArchitecture identifies the type and format of 
the item logged.


uint16 MinorClass Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "..", "0x1000", "0x1001", 
"0x1002", "0x1003"}, Values { "Unknown", "Other", 
"None", "StorageLogRecord Reserved", "Gen1", 
"Gen2", "Gen3", "Gen4"}
The second value used to identify the type of error 
logged. This value is not currently used for Server 
records and thus is set to “2”. 


uint16 LoggerType Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3"}, Values { "Unknown", 
"Other", "Server", "Storage"}
This value is always set to “2”.


string SystemName Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord Name of the system logging the record.


string SystemSerialNumber Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord Serial number of the system logging the record.


string SystemModel Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord Model of the system logging the record.


uint16 OSType Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord A integer indicating the type of OperatingSystem. This 
value is always set to “8” indicating "HPUX".


string OSVersion Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord Version of the OS on the system logging the record.







Table 3: HP_LogManagesRecord properties 


Table 3 describes the properties of the association class HP_LogManagesRecord (associating HP_SFMRecordLog and HP_OSErrorLogRecord). 
It has three columns. The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or 
superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value 


Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value (and data source)


CIM_Log REF Log Inherited from CIM_LogManagesRecord Object path of the HP_SFMRecordLog Instance


CIM_RecordForLog REF 
Record


Inherited from CIM_LogManagesRecord Object path of the HP_OSErrorLogRecord Instance


uint32 DeviceType Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3","4", "5", "6","7", 
"8","9", "10","11", "12", "13","14", "15", 
"16","17", "18","19", "20", "21","22", 
"23","24","25","26", "27""28", "29","30","31", 
"32","33", "34","35", "36","37", "38", "39","40", 
"41", "42","43", "44","45", "46"},
Values {"Unknown", "Other", "Processor", 
"Memory","System Hardware","Support 
Hardware","Primary Storage Device","Secondary 
Storage Device", "Other Storage Device","Network 
Device", "Other Device","I/O Adapter", "Network 
Adapter", "Other Adapter","Processor Power", 
"Memory Power", "System Power","Primary Storage 
Device Power", "Secondary Storage Power","Other 
Storage Power", "Other Power", "Processor 
Cooling","Memory Cooling", "System 
Cooling","Primary Storage Device 
Cooling","Secondary Storage Device Cooling","Other 
Storage Device Cooling", "Other Cooling""System HW 
Security", "Primary Storage Device 
Security","Secondary Storage Device Security","Other 
Storage Device Security", "Other HW Security""System 
Interconnect", "Support Interconnect","Cluster 
Interconnect", "Storage Interconnect","Network 
Interconnect", "Other Interconnect", "OS","System 
Firmware", "Device Firmware", "Support 
Firmware","System Firmware Security", "OS 
Security","Software Application", "Software 
Application Security"}
The type of device on the system that reported the
error.


uint16 DeviceID[] Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord


uint16 VendorID Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3", "4"}
Values { "Unknown", "Other", "None", "HP", "DEC", 
"Compaq", "Tandem"}
The vendor of the system that discovered the error the 
error. This value is always set to “3”.


uint16 
ServerHardwareArchitectur


e


Inherited from HP_CommonLogRecord ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", 
"8", "9", "10"}
Values { "Unknown", "Other", "None", "PDP11", 


"VAX", "MIPS", "Alpha", "x86-32", "IPF", "PA-RISC", 
"x86-64" }
For PA RISC servers this property is set to “9”. For HP 
Integrity servers this property is set to “8” .   


uint16 LogIndex Inherited from HP_OSErrorLogRecord Log Index along with RecordID uniquely identifies the 
LogRecord within a Log. This value can be set to “0”
while requesting for a particular record, along with the 
required RecordID. 







Method name Description Exceptions Thrown 


enumerateInstances Returns all instances of class with values of supported 
properties. (See tables above.) 


enumerateInstanceNames Returns object path of all instances of class. 


getInstance Returns an instance that matches the keys with values 
of supported properties. (See tables above.) 


modifyInstance This operation is not supported by the RecordLog
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the client, via 
exceptions. 


CIMNotSupportedException


deleteInstance This operation is not supported by the RecordLog
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the client, via 
exceptions. 


CIMNotSupportedException


createInstance This operation is not supported by the RecordLog
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the client, via 
exceptions. 


CIMNotSupportedException


table 4: intrinsic methods for all the CIM classes supported by RecordLog Instance Provider 


Table 4 describes the intrinsic methods supported by this provider. It has three columns. The first is the method name, the second is a description 
of the provider’s actions based on invoking that method, and the third is a list of any exceptions that could result from invoking the method.  Each 
row describes a method. 


links to more information 


For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/DMTF/. 
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Firmware Revision Instance Provider


Provider Overview
Firmware Revision Instance Provider provides firmware revision information for firmwares present on the 
system. 


Description The Firmware Revision Instance Provider is a Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) Instance Provider 
that provides firmware revision information from HP servers based on PA RISC architecture and HP Integrity 
Servers, running HPUX. This provider is compliant with the Common Information Model (CIM) 2.8 or earlier 
Schema, proposed by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF). 


The Firmware Revision Instance Provider allows any client, compliant with the CIM Schema as stated above, 
to query for information about the managed system’s firmware revisions.


The Firmware Revision Instance Provider implements the firmware revision related CIM classes, proposed in 
the DMTF CIM schema as stated above. In addition to the properties that belong to the standard CIM 
classes, the Firmware Revision Instance Provider serves information that is specific to HP servers, by 
implementing HP-specific CIM classes, derived from the standard DMTF classes.


The following MOF classes are handled by the Firmware Revision Instance Provider:


o HP_FirmwareIdentity (subclass of CIM_SoftwareIdentity) It contains firmware revision 
information. 


The MOF classes mentioned above (i.e. all MOF classes prefixed with “HP_”) are HP-specific 
extensions to the CIM Schema, and are registered in the “root/cimv2” namespace.


For all the MOF classes mentioned above, the Firmware Revision Instance Provider supports the 
following standard CIM Operations:


o enumerateInstanceNames()


o enumerateInstances()


o getInstance()


The following CIM operations are not supported by the Firmware Revision Instance Provider:


o createInstance()


o deleteInstance()


o modifyInstance()


The Firmware Revision Instance Provider is not a CIM Method Provider, and does not support extrinsic 
method invocation on instances on any of the MOF classes mentioned above. The invocation of any of 
these methods will result in a CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED exception.


Requirements For the list of software requirements for using this provider, see the SFM Release Notes at: 
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag 


Release history


Supported managed 
resources


This provider provides firmware revisions information of various firmware entities present on the system.


Please note that the Firmware Revision Instance Provider provides only the information about the above 
resources. It does not provide any management, diagnostic or configuration capabilities for the above 
resources.


Setting up this 
provider
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Installing this provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider. 


Ensure that the appropriate version of HPWBEM services and OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in the 
requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


• The provider library is libfirmwarerevision.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with all the 
other libraries it uses to implement the Firmware Revision Instance provider. A symbolic link is 
made in /opt/wbem/providers/lib/libfirmwarerevision.sl to link to the libfirmwarerevision.1 
library in /opt/sfm/lib/.


• The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 
HP_FirmwareIdentity.mof) will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will also 
include the provider registration file, namely SFMProvidersR.mof. Note: All the HP-specific MOF 
classes will be registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace.


• The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the System Fault
Management Product.


• The /opt/sfm/msgcat/ directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported locales. (This is 
used for the localization of the message strings in Firmware Revision Instance Provider).


• The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of the 
Firmware Revision Instance Provider.


For the list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at:
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag


Configuring this provider Firmware Revision Provider uses a common configuration file along with Memory Instance Provider and 
EMSWrapper Indication Provider. So editing the configuration file will affect the other two providers as 
well. The configuration file can be found in – /opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are as 
follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity>
<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>


</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging level 
and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL


NOTE The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of log-messages. It is strongly advised not 
to use this severity level for a long time, for the generated log-files may use a lot of disk space. The default 
(and recommended) threshold in the runtime environment is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i)  STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the path to the log file (target 
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specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the 
path "/abc/def/" should already exist, and should be writeable by root-user.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command, to specify the changed configuration file. i.e.


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig -c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig utility. 


Using this provider


Schema supported by 
this provider


The “Description” section explains in brief the different MOF classes supported by the Firmware Revision
Instance Provider. The following tables list all the supported properties corresponding to these MOF classes, 
along with the properties inherited from the standard CIM MOF classes, as per CIM 2.8 schema 
specifications.


Note: All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the Firmware Revision Instance 
Provider. The few non-key properties not supported (currently) by the Firmware Revision Instance Provider 
are not listed below.


Note: 
1. All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the Firmware Revision Instance 


Provider. 
2. The non-key properties that are not supported by the Firmware Revision Instance Provider are not listed 


below.


Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value
FirmwareCategory HP_FirmwareIdentity Firmware category:


0=Other
1=Unknown
2=System
3=Storage Controller
4=Storage Device/Drive
5=NIC
6=Mgmt Processor


OtherFirmwareCategory HP_FirmwareIdentity For FirmwareCategory=0, 
descriptive text defining 
the other firmware category. 
(recommended max size: 25 
chars)


FirmwareState HP_FirmwareIdentity Firmware state:
0=Other
1=Unknown
2=Active
3=Backup
4=ActiveOnNextReboot


OtherFirmwareState HP_FirmwareIdentity For FirmwareState=0, 
descriptive text defining 
the other firmware state.
(recommended max size:15 
chars)


MinorVersion CIM_SoftwareIdentity Firmware minor version


MajorVersion CIM_SoftwareIdentity Firmware major version


RevisionNumber CIM_SoftwareIdentity Firmware revision
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InstanceID CIM_SoftwareIdentity Provider-unique run-time 
identifier. Recommended 
format is:
“HP:<CCN>:<PDUV>”
where:
CCN=Creation Class Name
PDUV=Provider Defined Unique 
Value


VersionString CIM_SoftwareIdentity Firmware version string. A 
string representing the 
complete firmware version 
information; this string and 
the numeric 
major/minor/revision 
properties are 
complementary. (recommended 
max size: 15 chars)


Classifications[] CIM_SoftwareIdentity 10=Firmware
11=BIOS/FCode


BuildNumber CIM_SoftwareIdentity The BuildNumber of firmware. 
Manufacturer CIM_SoftwareIdentity Firmware origin string.


Recommended use: company 
name of firmware creator 
(recommended max size: 25 
chars)


ClassificationDescriptions[
]


CIM_SoftwareIdentity Description for the 
Classification, set to 
“Firmware Revision”


TargetType CIM_SoftwareIdentity Firmware identifier used by 
version control provider to 
uniquely identify firmware.
Recommended use:
Firmware Identifer/ROM 
family (recommended max 
size: 15 chars)


OperationalStatus[] CIM_ManagedSystemElement This property is set to
value ‘2’ to indicate “OK”


StatusDescriptions[] CIM_ManagedSystemElement This is set to string “OK”
Name CIM_ManagedSystemElement Label by which the firmware 


is known.


Description CIM_ManagedElement Description of Firmware.
Table 3 – Properties / Methods for HP_FirmwareIdentity and parent classes


Intrinsic methods for all the CIM classes supported by Firmware Instance Provider


This Table describes the intrinsic methods supported by this provider.  It has three columns.  The first is the method name, the second is a 
description of the provider’s actions based on invoking that method, and the third is a list of any exceptions that could result from invoking the 
method.  Each row describes a method.


Method name Description Exceptions Thrown


enumerateInstances Returns all instances of class 
with values of supported 
properties. (See tables 
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above.)


enumerateInstanceNames Returns object path of all 
instances of class.


getInstance Returns an instance that 
matches the keys with values 
of supported properties. (See 
table above.)


modifyInstance This operation is not 
supported by the Firmware 
Revision Instance Provider. 
This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


deleteInstance This operation is not 
supported by the Firmware 
Revision Instance Provider. 
This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


createInstance This operation is not 
supported by the Firmware 
Revision Instance Provider. 
This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


Indications generated by 
this provider


This Provider does not generate any indications.


Links to more information


WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go to: http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/DMTF


System Fault Management Administrator’s Guide at:
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag
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For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.


For the location of the nearest sales office, call:


United States: +1 800 637 7740


Canada: +1 905 206 4725


Japan: +81 3 3331 6111


Latin America: +1 305 267 4220


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9272 2895


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777


Europe/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP 
Channel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740).


Technical information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.


© Copyright Hewlett-Packard Company 2007








CPU Instance Provider


Provider Overview The CPU Instance Provider is a Web Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) Instance Provider providing 
information about processor inventory on supported HP 9000 systems running HPUX.


Description The CPU Instance Provider is a Web Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) Instance Provider. It provides 
information about processor inventory on supported HP 9000 systems running HPUX. This provider is 
compliant with the Common Information Model (CIM) 2.7 Schema, proposed by the Distributed 
Management Task Force (DMTF). 


The Common Information Model (CIM) is an extensible, object-oriented data model that contains information 
about different parts of an enterprise. The CPU Instance Provider allows clients to query for information 
about the processor subsystem on the managed server using a management application that is compliant 
with the CIM 2.7 schema.


The CPU Instance Provider implements the processor-related CIM classes, proposed in the DMTF CIM 2.7
revision. In addition to the properties that belong to the standard CIM classes, the CPU Instance Provider 
serves information that is specific to HP servers, by implementing HP-specific CIM classes, derived from the 
standard DMTF classes.


The following Management Object Format (MOF) classes are handled by the CPU Instance Provider:


o HP_Processor and HPUX_Processor


HP_Processor (subclass of CIM_Processor) and HPUX_Processor (subclass of 
HP_Processor) represent “logical” information about the processors, including status, 
the family of the processors, clock-speeds, etc.


o HP_ProcessorChip


HP_ProcessorChip (subclass of CIM_Chip) represents “physical” information about the 
processor, such as the processor firmware revision, architecture revision, etc.


o HP_ProcessorLocation and HPUX_ProcessorLocation


HP_ProcessorLocation (subclass of CIM_Location) and HPUX_ProcessorLocation 
(subclass of HP_ProcessorLocation) retrieves information about the physical location of 
the processor module and the core of the processor, as seen from the physical 
perspective. This includes identification of which cell the processor chip resides in, the 
slot numbers, cabinet numbers, etc.


o HP_ProcessorCollection


HP_ProcessorCollection (subclass of HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection) represents the 
processor-subsystem on the computer-system. The group-operational-status property of 
this class represents the health of the current system’s processor-subsystem.


In addition, the CPU Instance Provider also implements association classes to associate the instances of 
the different CIM classes mentioned above. These include:


o HP_RealizesProcessor (subclass of CIM_Realizes): This class identifies which logical 
Processor (HP_Processor) instance is associated to which physical processor 
(HP_ProcessorChip) instance.


o HP_ProcessorChipInLocation (subclass of CIM_PhysicalElementLocation): This class indicates 
the physical location (HP_ProcessorLocation) corresponding to a specific processor chip 
(HP_ProcessorChip).


o HP_ProcessorGroupHostedCollection (subclass of HP_GroupHostedCollection): This class 
represents the association between the processor subsystem (HP_ProcessorCollection) and 
the computer-system to which the subsystem belongs.


o HP_MemberOfProcessorCollection (subclass of CIM_MemberOfCollection): This class 
retrieves the “member-of” relationship between the processor-class-instances and the 
processor-collection (HP_ProcessorCollection). Instances of this class associate all CIM-
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instances that contribute to group-operational-status of the HP_ProcessorCollection, with the 
instance of the HP_ProcessorCollection itself.


The MOF classes mentioned above (i.e. all MOF classes prefixed with “HP_”) are HP-specific 
extensions to the CIM Schema, and are registered in the “root/cimv2” namespace.


The following example illustrates the relationship between the MOF classes mentioned above. On an 
PA-RISC-based server containing a single cell, with 4 processor-slots and one dual-core PA-RISC 8800 
processor, the CIM instances returned by the CPU Instance Provider are as follows:


o 2 instances of HPUX_Processor (one for each of the processors visible to the running HP-UX 
kernel)


o 1 instance of HP_ProcessorChip (representing the single processor chip Field Replaceable 
Unit(FRU), i.e. the PA-RISC processor chip)


o 4 instances of HPUX_ProcessorLocation (one representing the slot occupied by the PA-RISC 
processor chip above, 3 empty slots)


o 2 instances of HPUX_RealizesProcessor (each one associating one of the 2 HPUX_Processor 
instances with the single HP_ProcessorChip instance)


o 1 instance of HPUX_ProcessorChipInLocation (associating the single HPUX_ProcessorChip 
instance with the HPUX_ProcessorLocation instance (location/slot in which it rests)).


o 1 instance of HP_ProcessorCollection (representing the single instance of the processor-
subsystem).


o 2 instances of HP_MemberOfProcessorCollection (one for each instance of the CIM-class that 
contributes to the group-operational-status of the processor-subsystem).


o 1 instance of HP_ProcessorGroupHostedCollection (associating the single processor-
subsystem to the computer-system-instance).


If the server also had a deconfigured PA-RISC 8800 processor, the situation would be very similar, 
with the following changes:


• There would be 2 instances of HP_ProcessorChip instead of 1 (to include the single 
deconfigured processor-module.)


• There would be 2 instances of HPUX_ProcessorChipInLocation (including the association 
between the deconfigured processor-module and the slot it occupies.)


All the rest remains as before. For instance, since the logical processors on the deconfigured processor-
modules will not be visible to the OS kernel. Hence, the number of HPUX_Processor instances remains 
unchanged.


The situation with HP Integrity servers is analogous to the above.


For all the MOF classes mentioned above, the CPU Instance Provider supports the following standard 
CIM Operations:


o enumerateInstanceNames()


o enumerateInstances()


o getInstance()


The following CIM operations are not supported by the CPU Instance Provider:


o createInstance()


o deleteInstance()


o modifyInstance()


The invocation of any of these methods will result in a CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED exception.


Requirements WBEMServices A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product


OnlineDiag B.11.31.03.YY


Supported managed 
resources


This provider provides logical information about system CPU’s, “physical” attributes of the processor chip, 
and details of the physical-location of the processor.


The CPU Instance Provider provides only the information about the above resources. It does not provide any 
management, diagnostic or configuration capabilities for the above resources.


For a list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at,   http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.
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Setting up this 
Provider
Installing this Provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this Provider. 


Ensure that the appropriate version of HPWBEM services and OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in the 
requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”


(Detailed instructions for installation of the System Fault Management product are available in the System 
Fault Management Administrator's Guide, available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.)


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


• The provider library is libsfmproviders.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with all the 
other libraries it uses to implement the CPU Instance provider. A symbolic link is made in 
/opt/wbem/providers/lib/libsfmprovider.sl to link to the libsfmprovider.1 library in 
/opt/sfm/lib/.


The CIM MOF file containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely HP_Processor.mof) 
will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will also include the provider registration file, 
namely SFMProvidersHPOnlyIaR.mof , SFMProvidersHPOnlyR.mof and SFMProvidersCommonR.mof. Note: 
All the HP-specific MOF classes will be registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace.


• The /opt/sfm/bin/ directory will contain the binary executable files that are used by the CPU 
Instance Provider. This includes the “sfmconfig” utility, that is used for sending notifications to the 
CPU Instance Provider (e.g. on updation to the configuration file).


• The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the SFM product.


• The /opt/sfm/msgcat/C directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported locales. 
(This is used for the localization of the message strings in CPU Instance Provider).


• The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of the 
CPU Instance Provider.


All systems supported by SFM are supported by the CPU Instance Provider. 


Configuring this Provider CPU Provider uses a common configuration file along with Memory Instance Provider and EMSWrapper 
Indication Provider. So editing the configuration file will affect the other two providers as well. The 
configuration file can be found in – /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are 
as follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity>
<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>


<FileSize> 20480 </FileSize>
<NBackupFiles> 3 </NBackupFiles>


</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging 
level and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL
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 STOPLOGGING


 MILESTONE


NOTE: The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of log messages. It is strongly advised 
not to use this severity level for a long time, for the generated log-files may use a lot of disk space. The 
default (and recommended) threshold in the runtime environment is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i)  STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism does not create the directories in the path of 
the log file. It assumes that the path to the log file (target specified in the configuration file) already exists. 
i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the directory "/abc/def/" should already exist. The 
super-user (root) must have write-access to this directory.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command to specify the changed configuration file. i.e.


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig –c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig program. 


Using this Provider


Schema supported by 
this Provider


The “Description” section explains in brief the different MOF classes supported by the CPU Instance 
Provider. The following tables list all the supported properties corresponding to these MOF classes, along 
with the properties inherited from the standard CIM MOF classes, as per CIM 2.7 schema specifications.


Note: All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the CPU Instance Provider. The 
few non-key properties not supported (currently) by the CPU Instance Provider are not listed below.


Note: 
1. All key properties, corresponding to the CIM classes, are supported by the CPU Instance Provider. 
2. The non-key properties that are not supported by the CPU Instance Provider are not listed below.


Table 1: HP_Processor and HPUX_Processor Properties (Logical Processor Information):
Table 1 describes the properties of the HP_Processor and HPUX_Processor CIM classes.  It has three columns.  The first is the property name 
(including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the 
property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.  


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This value is always returned as “Processor (SPU)”.


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement For PA-RISC-based servers, this string is set to “This is a 
PA RISC Processor, with the following details: ”, followed 
by location-details for the processor.


Location details include (where available):


1. Cabinet Number


2. Card Cage Number


3. Backplane Number


4. Cell Slot number


5. Slot number


6. SPU Number (as seen by the OS instance)


7. Hard Physical Address 


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This string is set to “PA RISC Processor”. 
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String Name Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This string is set to “PA RISC Processor”.


uint16 OperationalStatus [] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.7 schema specification) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", 
"8", "9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", 
"17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


The OperationalStatus array contains multiple values, to 
indicate the different aspects of the CPU’s status. 
1. OpStatus[0] indicates “summary health-status” of 


the processor. 
a. If there’s nothing wrong with the processor, 


this is set to 2 (OK).
b. In case of errors (see #4 below), it reflects the 


value of OpStatus[3]. 
c. In case there is no error, but either the Activity 


or DeconfigurationStatus of the processor 
could not be determined, this value is set to 0 
(Unknown). 


d. If the processor was deactivated because of 
errors, the value is set to 6.


e. If, instead, the processor is found to be 
deactivated, the value is set to 15 (Dormant). 


2. OpStatus[1] indicates the “activity-status” of the 
processor. A processor is “active” if processes may 
be scheduled on the processor. Otherwise, the 
processor is “inactive”.
a. If the processor is active, the value is set to 


OK. 
b. If the processor was deactivated because of 


errors, the value is set to 6 (Error).
c. If the processor is deactivated or idle, the 


value is set to 15 (Dormant). 
d. If the activity-status of the processor can’t be 


determined, the value is set to 0 (Unknown).
3. OpStatus[2] indicates the “deconfiguration-status” 


of the processor chip with which the processor is 
associated. 
a. If the processor chip is configured, the value is 


2(OK).
b. If the processor chip is marked for 


deconfiguration, the value is 9 (Stopping).
c. If the processor chip is deconfigured, the value 


is 10 (Stopped).
d. If the processor chip is marked for 


reconfiguration, the value is 8 (Starting).
e. If the deconfiguration-status could not be 


determined, the value is set to 0 (Unknown).
4. OpStatus[3] indicates the “error-status” of the 


processor.
a. In case there are no errors associated with the 


processor, the value is set to 2 (OK).
b. If there are serious errors on the processor, the 


value is set to 6 (Error).
c. If the processor might fail in the future, the 


value is set to 5 (Predictive Failure).
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string StatusDescriptions[] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This contains string descriptions for the status values 
returned in the Operational Status array described 
above. Each value in the StatusDescriptions array 
corresponds to the (localized) verbose status description 
for the value at the same index in the OperationalStatus 
array.


The Strings describing the different values in the 
OperationalStatus Array are as follows:


1. StatDesc[0]: This is the summary description of the 
status of the processor.


a. If there’s nothing wrong with the 
processor, the value will be “Processor is 
OK”.


b. If the processor has errors, the value will 
reflect StatDesc[3], explained below.


c. If the processor has no errors, but the 
activity/deconfiguration status of the 
processor could not be determined, the 
value will be set to “Processor is in an 
UKNOWN state.”


d. If the processor is deactivated because 
of errors, the value will be set to “The 
processor has been deactivated because 
of errors.”


e. If the Activity status of the processor is 
found to be idle/deactivated, the value 
will reflect StatDesc[1], described below.


2. StatDesc[1] indicates the “activity-status” of the 
Processor.


a. If the processor is Active, the value is 
“Processor is currently Active.”


b. If the processor was deactivated because 
of errors, the value is set to “Processor 
has been deactivated because of errors.” 


c. If the processor is idle/dormant, the 
value is “Processor is Idle. There are no 
processes scheduled on this processor.


d. If the “activity-status” can’t be 
determined, the value is “Activity-status of 
the processor could not be determined.”


3. StatDesc[2] indicates the “deconfiguration-status” of 
the processor.


a. If the processor is configured, the value is 
“Processor is currently Configured.”


b. If the processor is marked for 
deconfiguration, the value is “The 
processor-module is currently configured, 
and will be deconfigured in the next 
reboot.”


c. If the processor is deconfigured, the 
value will be “ The processor-module is 
currently deconfigured.”


d. If the processor is marked for 
configuration, the value will be “The 
processor-module is currently 
deconfigured, and will be configured in 
the next reboot.”


e. If the Deconfiguration status of the 
processor can’t be determined, the value 
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will be “DeconfigurationStatus of the 
processor could not be determined.”


4. StatDesc[3] indicates the “error-status” of the 
processor.


a. If the processor has no errors, the value 
will be “Processor-Module has no errors.”


b. If the processor has errors, the value will 
be “Processor-Module has errors.”


c. If the processor will fail in the future, the 
value will be “Processor is currently ok, 
but it might fail in the future.”


string SystemCreationClassName 
[Key]


Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Fixed string “CIM_ComputerSystem”


string SystemName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice The host name of the server.


string CreationClassName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice This is set to the name of the instantiated sub-class, i.e. 
“HPUX_Processor”.


string DeviceID  [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice For HP 9000 systems, this is set to the Hard Physical 
Address of the processor.


string LID Property of HP_Processor The Hardware Physical Address (HPA) (PA platform) of 
the processor,or the contents of the processor's Local ID 
(LID) register (Itanium(R)-based platforms)


Uint16 Family Inherited from CIM_Processor The Value-Map for this property looks as follows:


ValueMap {"1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9", 
"10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17", "18", 
"19", "24", "25", "26", "27", "28", "29", "30", "31", 
"32", "33", "34", "35", "36", "37", "38", "39", "48", 
"49", "50", "51", "52", "53", "54", "55", "64", "65", 
"66", "67", "68", "69", "80", "81", "82", "83", "84", 
"85", "86", "87", "88", "96", "97", "98", "99", 
"100", "101", "112", "120", "121", "128", "130", 
"144", "145", "146", "147", "148", "149", "150", 
"160", "176", "177", "178", "179", "180", "181", 
"182", "183", "184", "190", "200", "201", "202", 
"250", "251", "260", "261", "280", "281", "300", 
"301", "302", "320", "350", "500"} 


Values {"Other", "Unknown", "8086", "80286", 
"80386", "80486","8087", "80287", "80387", 
"80487",


// 11 


"Pentium(R) brand", "Pentium(R) Pro", "Pentium(R) II", 
"Pentium(R) processor with MMX(TM) technology", 
"Celeron(TM)", "Pentium(R) II Xeon(TM)", "Pentium(R) III", 
"M1 Family", "M2 Family", 


//24 


"K5 Family", "K6 Family", "K6-2", "K6-3", "AMD 
Athlon(TM) Processor Family", "AMD(R) Duron(TM) 
Processor", "AMD29000 Family", 


//31 


"K6-2+", "Power PC Family", "Power PC 601", "Power 
PC 603", "Power PC 603+", "Power PC 604", "Power 
PC 620", "Power PC X704", "Power PC 750", 


// 48 
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"Alpha Family", "Alpha 21064", "Alpha 21066", 
"Alpha 21164", "Alpha 21164PC", "Alpha 21164a", 
"Alpha 21264", "Alpha 21364", 


// 64 


"MIPS Family", "MIPS R4000", "MIPS R4200", "MIPS 
R4400", "MIPS R4600", "MIPS R10000", 


// 80 


"SPARC Family", "SuperSPARC","microSPARC II", 
"microSPARC IIep", "UltraSPARC", "UltraSPARC II", 
"UltraSPARC IIi", "UltraSPARC III", "UltraSPARC IIIi", 


// 96 


"68040", "68xxx Family", "68000", "68010", 
"68020", "68030", 


// 112 


"Hobbit Family", "Crusoe(TM) TM5000 Family", 
"Crusoe(TM) TM3000 Family", "Weitek", "Itanium(TM) 
Processor", 


// 144 


"PA-RISC Family", "PA-RISC 8500", "PA-RISC 8000",  
"PA-RISC 7300LC", "PA-RISC 7200", "PA-RISC 
7100LC",  "PA-RISC 7100", 


// 160 


"V30 Family", "Pentium(R) III Xeon(TM)", "Pentium(R) III 
Processor with Intel(R) SpeedStep(TM) ""Technology", 
"Pentium(R) 4", "Intel(R) Xeon(TM)", 


// 180 


"AS400 Family", "Intel(R) Xeon(TM) processor MP", 
"AMD AthlonXP(TM) Family", "AMD AthlonMP(TM)
Family", "Intel(R) Itanium(R) 2",


// 190 


"K7", 


// 200 


"IBM390 Family", "G4", "G5", 


// 250 


"i860", "i960", "SH-3", "SH-4", "ARM", "StrongARM", 


// 300 


"6x86", "MediaGX", "MII", "WinChip", "DSP", "Video 
Processor"},


For PA-RISC servers, this property is set to “144”, to 
indicate “PA RISC Processor Family”.


Uint32 CurrentClockSpeed Inherited from CIM_Processor The clock speed of the processor, in MHz.


Uint16 DataWidth Inherited from CIM_Processor Width of the data-bus of the processor.


Uint16 LoadPercentage Inherited from CIM_Processor Loading of the processor, averaged over one minute, in 
percentage.


Uint16 SpuId Inherited from HPUX_Processor This is an ID of the processor as seen by the OS. 


Unit16 EnabledState Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice EnabledState is an integer enumeration that indicates the 
enabled and disabled states of an element. It can also 
indicate the transitions between these requested states. 
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For example, shutting down (value=4) and starting 
(value=10) are transient states between enabled and 
disabled. The following text briefly summarizes the 
various enabled and disabled states: Enabled (2) 
indicates that the element is or could be executing 
commands, will process any queued commands, and 
queues new requests. Disabled (3) indicates that the 
element will not execute commands and will drop any 
new requests. Shutting Down (4) indicates that the 
element is in the process of going to a Disabled state. 
Not Applicable (5) indicates the element does not 
support being enabled or disabled. Enabled but Offline 
(6) indicates that the element might be completing 
commands, and will drop any new requests. Test (7) 
indicates that the element is in a test state. Deferred (8) 
indicates that the element might be completing 
commands, but will queue any new requests. Quiesce 
(9) indicates that the element is enabled but in a 
restricted mode. Starting (10) indicates that the element 
is in the process of going to an Enabled state. New 
requests are queued.


Unit16 RequestedState Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice RequestedState is an integer enumeration that indicates 
the last requested or desired state for the element, 
irrespective of the mechanism through which it was 
requested. The actual state of the element is represented 
by EnabledState. This property is provided to compare 
the last requested and current enabled or disabled 
states. Note that when EnabledState is set to 5 ("Not 
Applicable"), then this property has no meaning. Refer to 
the EnabledState property description for explanations of 
the values in the RequestedState enumeration. 
"Unknown" (0) indicates the last requested state for the 
element is unknown. Note that the value "No Change" 
(5) has been deprecated in lieu of indicating the last 
requested state is "Unknown" (0). If the last requested or 
desired state is unknown, RequestedState should have 
the value "Unknown" (0), but may have the value "No 
Change" (5).Offline (6) indicates that the element has 
been requested to transition to the Enabled but Offline 
EnabledState. It should be noted that there are two new 
values in RequestedState that build on the statuses of 
EnabledState. These are "Reboot" (10) and "Reset" (11). 
Reboot refers to doing a "Shut Down" and then moving 
to an "Enabled" state. Reset indicates that the element is 
first "Disabled" and then "Enabled". The distinction 
between requesting "Shut Down" and "Disabled" should 
also be noted. Shut Down requests an orderly transition 
to the Disabled state, and might involve removing power, 
to completely erase any existing state. The Disabled state 
requests an immediate disabling of the element, such that 
it will not execute or accept any commands or 
processing requests. This property is set as the result of a 
method invocation (such as Start or StopService on 
CIM_Service), or can be overridden and defined as 
WRITEable in a subclass. The method approach is 
considered superior to a WRITEable property, because it 
allows an explicit invocation of the operation and the 
return of a result code. If knowledge of the last 
RequestedState is not supported for the 
EnabledLogicalElement, the property shall be NULL or 
have the value 12 "Not Applicable".


Unit16 EnabledDefault Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice An enumerated value indicating an administrator's 
default or startup configuration for the Enabled State of 
an element. By default, the element is "Enabled" 
(value=2).
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String OtherIdentifyingInfo Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice OtherIdentifyingInfo captures data, in addition to 
DeviceID information, that could be used to identify a 
LogicalDevice. For example, you could use this property 
to hold the operating system's user-friendly name for the 
Device.


String IdentifyingDescriptions Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice An array of free-form strings providing explanations and 
details behind the entries in the OtherIdentifyingInfo 
array. Note that each entry of this array is related to the 
entry in OtherIdentifyingInfo that is located at the same 
index.


String LID Inherited from HP_processor The Hardware Physical Address (HPA) (PA platform) of 
the processor or the contents of the processor's Local ID 
(LID) register (Itanium(R)-based platforms).


Unit16 PSetId Inherited from HP_processor ID of the PSet to which the processor belongs.


String HardwarePath Inherited from HP_processor HardwarePath of the CPU returned by the HP-UX OS


Table 2: HP_ProcessorChip properties
Table 2 describes the properties of the HP_ProcessorChip class.  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the 
second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data 
source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. This value is always returned as “Processor-Module”.


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. For PA-RISC servers, this string is set to “This is a PA RISC 
Processor, with the following details: ”, followed by 
location-details for the processor.
Location details include (where available):


1. Cabinet Number


2. Card Cage Number


3. Backplane Number


4. Cell Slot number


5. Slot number


Tails:


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This string is set to “PA RISC Processor-Module”.


String Name Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


For PA-RISC servers, this string is set to “PA RISC 
Processor-Module”.


For HP Integrity servers, this string is set to “Intel ® 
Itanium ® 2 Processor-Module”.


Uint16 OperationalStatus Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement.


The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.9 Schema Specification) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
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"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


The OperationalStatus array contains multiple values, to 
indicate the different aspects of the CPU’s status. 


1. OpStatus[0] indicates summary health-status of the 
processor. 


a. If there’s nothing wrong with the processor, 
this is set to 2 (OK).


b. In case of errors (see description for 
OpStatus[2] below), it reflects the value of 
OpStatus[2]. 


c. If one of the (logical) processors hosted on the 
processor-module has been deactivated 
because of errors, the value is set to 6 (Error).


d. In case there is no error, but 
DeconfigurationStatus of the processor could 
not be determined, this value is set to 0 
(Unknown). 


2. OpStatus[1] indicates the “deconfiguration-status” 
of the processor. 


a. If the processor chip is configured, the value is 
2(OK).


b. If the processor chip is marked for 
deconfiguration, the value is 9 (Stopping).


c. If the processor chip is deconfigured, the value 
is 10 (Stopped).


d. If the processor chip is marked for 
reconfiguration, the value is 8 (Starting).


e. If the deconfiguration-status could not be 
determined, the value is set to 0 (Unknown).


3. OpStatus[2] indicates the “error-status” of the 
processor.


a. In case there are no errors associated with the 
processor, the value is set to 2 (OK).


b. If there are serious errors on the processor, the 
value is set to 6 (Error).


c. If the processor might fail in the future, the 
value is set to 5 (Predictive Failure).


string StatusDescriptions[] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This contains string descriptions for the status values 
returned in the Operational Status array described 
above. Each value in the StatusDescriptions array 
corresponds to the (localized) verbose status description 
for the value at the same index in the OperationalStatus 
array.


The Strings describing the different values in the 
OperationalStatus Array are as follows:


1. StatDesc[0]: This is the summary description of the 
status of the processor.


a. If there’s nothing wrong with the processor, 
the value will be “Processor is OK”.


b. If the processor chip has errors, the value will 
reflect StatDesc[2], explained below.


c. If one of the (logical) processors hosted on the 
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processor module has errors, the value is set to 
“At least one processor hosted on this 
processor module has been deactivated 
because of errors.”


d. If the processor has no errors, but the 
deconfiguration status of the processor could 
not be determined, the value will be set to 
“Processor is in an UKNOWN state.”


2. StatDesc[1] indicates the deconfiguration-status of 
the processor.


a. If the processor is configured, the value is 
“Processor is currently Configured.”


b. If the processor is marked for deconfiguration, 
the value is “The processor-module is currently 
configured, and will be deconfigured in the 
next reboot.”


c. If the processor is deconfigured, the value will 
be “ The processor-module is currently 
deconfigured.”


d. If the processor is marked for configuration, 
the value will be “The processor-module is 
currently deconfigured, and will be configured 
in the next reboot.”


e. If the deconfiguration-status can’t be 
determined, the value will be 
“DeconfigurationStatus of the processor could 
not be determined.”


3. StatDesc[2] indicates the Error-status of the 
processor.


a. If the processor has no errors, the value will be 
“Processor-Module has no errors.”


b. If the processor has errors, the value will be 
“Processor-Module has errors.”


c. If the processor will fail in the future, the value 
will be set to “Processor-Module is currently 
ok, but it might fail in the future.”


String Tag [Key] Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This string will be set to a unique value, indicating the 
physical location of the processor chip.


String CreationClassName [Key] Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement The name of the subclass being instantiated, i.e. 
“HP_ProcessorChip”.


String Model Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This contains the model string, identifying the model of 
the processor chip.


For HP PA-RISC servers, this contains a string of the 
format:
“PA-RISC XXXX processor (H-Version YYYY)”,
where


XXXX: identifies the PA-RISC processor-model, 
e.g. 8600, 8700, etc.
YYYY: identifies the H-Version of the server 
platform (in Hexadecimal representation).


E.g. For an rp5400 server, the string could be:
“PA-RISC 8700 processor (H-Version 0x5df)”


String SerialNumber Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This contains the serial-number of the processor chip.
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Uint16 ArchitectureRevision Inherited from HP_ProcessorChip The Value-Map of this property is as follows:
ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", “5”},
Values {"Unknown", "Other", "PARISC 1.0", "PARISC 
1.1", "PARISC 2.0", “Itanium Architecture”}]


The Value of this property indicates the Architecture of 
the processor:
0 for Unknown
1 for Other
2 for PA RISC 1.0
3 for PA RISC 1.1
4 for PA RISC 2.0


String FirmwareRevision


uint64 DeconfigurationState


uint16 NumberOfCores


uint16 NumberOfCoresInOS


uint16 ThreadsPerCore


uint16 PotentialThreadsPerCore


Inherited from HP_ProcessorChip


Inherited from HP_ProcessorChip


Inherited from HP_ProcessorChip


Inherited from HP_ProcessorChip


Inherited from HP_ProcessorChip


Inherited from HP_ProcessorChip


Firmware Recipe Number, identifying the processor’s 
Firmware Revision.


Configuration state of the Processor-Module. Whether it 
is configured, deconfigured etc


The number of processor-cores available on the 
processor chip. For instance, for dual-core processors, 
such as PA-RISC 8800, the value would be 2.


The number of processor-cores from the current processor 
chip that are associated with the OS instance. For 
instance, for a dual-core processor chip with only one 
core assigned to the OS instance, this value will be 1.


The number of logical processor-threads (e.g. 
hyperthreads) associated with any core on the processor 
chip. For instance, if hyperthreading/symmetric-
multithreading is enabled, and there are 2 threads for 
every core, the value will be 2.


The maximum number of logical processor-threads that 
can potentially be associated with any core on the 
processor chip. For instance, on a processor that 
supports hyperthreading/symmetric-multithreading, with 
2 threads per processor-core, this value will be 2, 
irrespective of whether hyperthreading/symmetric-
multithreading is enabled.


String PartNumber Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement The part number assigned by the organization that is 
responsible for producing or manufacturing the PhysicalElement


String Manufacturer Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


Datetime ManufactureDate Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


String SKU Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement The stock-keeping unit number for this PhysicalElement.


RemovalConditions Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


Table 3: HP_ProcessorLocation and HPUX_ProcessorLocation properties


Table 3 describes the properties of the HP_ProcessorLocation and HPUX_ProcessorLocation classes.  It has three columns.  The first is the property 
name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is 
the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. This value is always returned as “Processor-Slot”.


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. For HP PA-RISC servers, this string is set to “This is the 
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location of an PA RISC Processor-Module, with the 
following details: ”, followed by location-details for the 
processor.
Location details include (where available):


• Cabinet Number


• Card Cage Number


• Backplane Number


• Cell Slot number


• Slot number


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement The value is always returned as “Processor-Slot”.


String Name [Key] Inherited from CIM_Location The location is returned as a string, of the form
“CabinetNumber = <Cabinet#> : 
CardCageNumber = <CardCage#> : 
BackPlaneNumber = <BackPlane#> : 
CellSlotNumber = <CellSlot#> : 
SlotNumber = <Slot#> : ”


Note that the SPU# is the number assigned to the 
processor by that instance of the OS.


For instance, on a (PA RISC) Keystone platform, could 
read as follows: "CabinetNumber = 0 : CellSlotNumber 
= 1 : SlotNumber = 0".


String PhysicalPosition [Key] Inherited from CIM_Location A string indicating (uniquely) the position of the 
processor.


String CellNumber Inherited from HP_ProcessorLocation The number of the cell to which the processor belongs.


String SlotNumber Inherirted from HP_ProcessorLocation The number of the slot in which the processor rests.


PhysicalLocationLevels HP_MemoryLocation Not supported


PhysicalLocationValues HP_MemoryLocation Not supported


IsEmpty HP_MemoryLocation Whether the memory location is occupied or not.


CabinetNumber Inherited from HP_ProcessorLocation The cabinet number.


Table 4: HP_RealizesProcessor properties


Table 4 describes the properties of the HP_RealizesProcessor association class (associating HP_ProcessorChip and HP_Processor).  It has three 
columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass 
defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_ProcessorChip ref Antecedent Property of HP_RealizesProcessor Object path of the HP_ProcessorChip Instance.


HP_Processor ref Dependent Property of HP_RealizesProcessor Object path of the HP_Processor Instance.
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Table 5: HP_ProcessorChipInLocation properties


Table 5 describes the properties of the HP_ProcessorChipInLocation association class (associating HP_ProcessorChip and HP_ProcessorLocation).  
It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or 
superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_ProcessorChip ref Element Property of HP_ProcessorChipInLocation Object path of the HP_ProcessorChip Instance.


HP_ProcessorLocation ref 
PhysicalLocation


Property of HP_ProcessorChipInLocation Object path of the HP_ProcessorLocation Instance.


Table 6: HP_ProcessorCollection supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


This class represents the processor-subsystem, i.e. the collection of processors (CPUs) in the computer system.


The getInstance() method is not supported for this association class.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


String InstanceID (Key) Inherited from 
CIM_SystemSpecificCollection


Hewlett-
Packard:diags.sfm:<CreationClassName>:<LocalID>


CreationClassName reflects the collection class name. 
LocalID is always 0, as we are creating only 1 instance 
of collection class.


String Caption Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


“HP_ProcessorCollection”


Uint16[] GroupOperationalStatus Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error", "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service", "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted", "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"},


String[] GroupStatusDescriptions Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


Depending on the corresponding 
GroupOperationalStatus value, this will be one of the 
following


"All member devices are OK."


"At least one member device is degraded."


"At least one member device is Stressed."


"At least one member device has Unknown Status."
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Table 7: HP_ProcessorGroupHostedCollection supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


Instances of this class associate the Processor Collection with Computer System that contains it. 


The getInstance() method is not supported for this association class.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


CIM_ComputerSystem ref 
Antecedent


Property of HP_GroupHostedCollection The reference to the CIM_ComputerSystem.


CIM_SystemSpecificCollection ref 
Dependent


Property of HP_GroupHostedCollection The reference to the processor-collection of the system.


Table 8: HP_MemberOfProcessorCollection supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


This class associates the Processor/ProcessorChip instances to the ProcessorCollection to which they belong. These instances contribute to the 
GroupOperationalStatus of the processor-subsystem.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_ProcessorCollection REF 
Collection


Property of HP_GroupHostedCollection Object path of HP_ProcessorCollection.


HP_Processor REF Member Overridden by 
HP_GroupHostedCollection


Object path of HP_Processor


Table 9: intrinsic methods for all the CIM classes supported by CPU Instance Provider


Table 9 describes the intrinsic methods supported by this provider.  It has three columns.  The first is the method name, the second is a description 
of the provider’s actions based on invoking that method, and the third is a list of any exceptions that could result from invoking the method.  Each 
row describes a method.


Method name description exceptions thrown


enumerateInstances Returns all instances of class with values of 
supported properties. (See tables above.)


CIMOperationFailedException


enumerateInstanceNames Returns object path of all instances of class. CIMOperationFailedException


getInstance Returns an instance that matches the keys 
with values of supported properties. (See 
tables above.)


CIMOperationFailedException and CIMObjectNotFoundException


modifyInstance This operation is not supported by the CPU 
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


deleteInstance This operation is not supported by the CPU 
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


createInstance This operation is not supported by the CPU 
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException
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Indications generated by 
this Provider


This Provider does not currently generate any indications.


Links to more information


WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/CIM/.
The System Fault Management Administrator's Guide is available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.


For the location of the nearest sales office, call:


United States: +1 800 637 7740


Canada: +1 905 206 4725


Japan: +81 3 3331 6111


Latin America: +1 305 267 4220


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9272 2895


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777


Europe/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP 
Channel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740).


Technical information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.


© Copyright Hewlett-Packard Company 2008


2/2008 
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Environmental Instance Provider


Provider Overview The Environmental Instance Provider provides information about the cooling and power subsystem.


Description The Environmental Provider is a Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) Instance Provider. It provides 
information about cooling devices (Cabinet and IO Fans) and power supplies (AC Lines and Bulk power 
supplies) on supported HP 9000 systems running HP-UX. It also provides information about the temperature 
and voltage status of the system.


The Environmental Provider allows any client to query for information about cooling devices and power 
supplies on a managed system using a management application that is compliant with the CIM 2.7 schema; 
for example, HP Systems Insight Manager. The Common Information Model (CIM) is an extensible, object-
oriented data model that contains information about different parts of an enterprise


The Environmental Provider implements the cooling and power supply related CIM classes, proposed in the 
DMTF CIM 2.7 revision. In addition to the properties that belong to the standard CIM classes, the 
Environmental Provider serves information that is specific to HP servers, by implementing HP-specific CIM 
classes, derived from the standard DMTF classes.


The following Managed Object Format (MOF) classes are handled by the this Provider:


o HP_Fan 


o HP_FanModule


o HP_FanLocation


o HP_CoolingRedundancyGroup


o HP_PowerSupply


o HP_PowerSupplyModule


o HP_PowerSupplyLocation


o HP_PowerRedundancyGroup


o HP_CoolingCollection


o HP_PowerCollection


o HP_SystemTemperatureCollection


o HP_SystemVoltageCollection


In addition, the Environmental Provider also implements association classes to associate the instances 
of the different CIM classes mentioned above. These include:


o HP_RealizesFan


o HP_FanModuleInLocation


o HP_MemberOfCoolingRedundancy


o HP_HostedCoolingCollection


o HP_MemberOfCoolingCollection


o HP_RealizesPowerSupply


o HP_PowerSupplyModuleInLocation


o HP_MemberOfPowerRedundancy


o HP_HostedPowerCollection


o HP_MemberOfPowerCollection
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o HP_HostedTemperatureCollection


o HP_HostedVoltageCollection


(Note that HP_SystemTempCollection and HP_SystemVoltageCollection do not have any members of 
collection associated through subclasses of CIM_MemberOfCollection association class)


The MOF classes mentioned above (i.e. all MOF classes prefixed with “HP_”) are HP-specific 
extensions to the CIM Schema, and are registered in the “root/cimv2” namespace.


For all the MOF classes mentioned above, the Environmental Provider supports the following standard 
CIM operations:


o enumerateInstanceNames()


o enumerateInstances()


o getInstance()


The following CIM operations are not supported by the Environmental Provider:


o createInstance()


o deleteInstance()


o modifyInstance()


Requirements WBEMServices A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product


OnlineDiag B.11.31.03.YY


Supported managed 
resources


This provider provides logical information about system cooling devices & power supply devices, physical
attributes of the same modules, and details of the physical locations of these hardware modules.


This provider also supports the consolidated status for cooling & power subsystem as well as system thermal 
& voltage subsystems. 


Note that the Environmental Instance Provider provides only the information about the above resources. It 
does not provide any management, diagnostic or configuration capabilities for the above resources.


For a list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at,   http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


Setting up this 
Provider


The installation scripts do all the necessary setup. No special setup is required.


Installing this Provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider. 


Ensure that the appropriate version of HPWBEM services and OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in the 
requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”


(Detailed instructions for installation of the System Fault Management product are available in the System 
Fault Management Administrator's Guide, available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.)


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


• The provider library is libsfmproviders.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with all the 
other libraries it uses to implement the Environmental Instance provider. A symbolic link is made 
in /opt/wbem/providers/lib/libsfmproviders.sl to link to the libsfmproviders.1 library in 
/opt/sfm/lib/.


The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 
HP_Cooling_Power.mof) will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will also include the 
provider registration file, namely SFMProvidersHPOnlyIaR.mof , SFMProvidersHPOnlyR.mof and 
SFMProvidersCommonR.mof.


• . Note: All the HP-specific MOF classes will be registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace.


• The /opt/sfm/bin/ directory will contain the binary executable files that are used by the 
Environmental Instance Provider. This includes the “sfmconfig” utility that is used for sending 
notifications to the Environmental Instance Provider (e.g. on updating the configuration file).
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• The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the System Fault 
Management (SFM) product.


• The /opt/sfm/msgcat/C directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported locales. (This 
is used for the localization of the message strings in Environmental Instance Provider).


• The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of the 
Environmental Instance Provider.


o The Environmental Instance Provider supports all the platforms that are supported by SFM. It 
does not however report instances of the power and cooling subsystems in certain platforms. 


Configuring this Provider Environmental Provider uses a common configuration file along with other SFM Providers. So editing the 
configuration file will affect the other providers as well. The configuration file can be found in –
/var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the logfile. The contents of the file are as 
follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity>
<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>


</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging level 
and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL


MILESTONE


STOPLOGGING


NOTE: The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of log messages. It is strongly advised 
not to use this severity level for a long time, for the generated log-files may use a lot of disk space. The 
default (and recommended) threshold in the runtime environment is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i)  STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the path to the log file (target 
specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the 
path "/abc/def/" should already exist, and the root user should have write permissions.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command to specify the changed configuration file. i.e.


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig –C /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig command.


Schema supported by 
this Provider


The “Description” section explains in brief the different MOF classes supported by the Environmental 
Instance Provider. The following tables list all the supported properties corresponding to these MOF classes, 
along with the properties inherited from the standard CIM MOF classes, as per CIM 2.7 schema 
specifications.
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Note: 


The Environmental Instance Provider supports all key properties that correspond to the CIM classes. 


All non-key properties that are not supported by the Environmental Instance Provider are also listed below with comment “Not Supported”.


Table 1: HP_Fan Properties (Logical Information):
Table 1 describes the properties of the HP_Fan CIM class.  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the 
second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data 
source.  Each row describes a property.  


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement Caption value can be one of the following, depending 
on the fan type: Unknown, Other, Cabinet Blower, 
Compute Cabinet I/O Fans, I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Utility Chassis Fan, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement “This is a cooling device with following details: Cabinet 
Number: x, Fan Number: x, Type of cooling 
device:Cabinet Blower”


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This value can be one of the following, depending on the 
fan type: Unknown, Other, Cabinet Blower, Compute 
Cabinet I/O Fans, I/O Expansion Cabinet Utility Chassis 
Fan, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan


string Name Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This value can be one of the following, depending on the 
fan type: Unknown, Other, Cabinet Blower, Compute 
Cabinet I/O Fans, I/O Expansion Cabinet Utility Chassis 
Fan, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan


datetime InstallDate; Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


Not Supported


uint16 OperationalStatus [] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.7.2 Schema Specification) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", 
"8", "9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", 
"17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


The first index in the OpStatus Array indicates the overall 
status of the instance of the fan. 


If a fan is working, OpStatus[0] will be set to “OK”, if a 
fan is failed, OpStatus[0] willl be “Error”, for any other 
values, it will be set to “Unknown”.


string StatusDescriptions[] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


In the above mentioned cases, strings will be “Fan Not 
Working", "Fan OK", "Fan Status Unknown” 
respectively. 


uint16 EnabledStatus Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported


string OtherEnabledStatus Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported
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uint16 RequestedStatus Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported


uint16 EnabledDefault Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported


string SystemCreationClassName 
[Key]


Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Fixed string “CIM_ComputerSystem”


string SystemName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice The host name of the server.


string CreationClassName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice This is set to the name of the instantiated sub-class, i.e. 
“HP_Fan”.


string DeviceID  [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Device ID will be the unique physical location of the fan 
in string format. E.g. 0-ff-ff-ff-ff-0-ff-63


uint16 Availability Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint32 LastErrorCode Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string ErrorDescription Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


boolean ErrorCleared Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string OtherIdentifyingInfo[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 PowerOnHours Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 TotalPowerOnHours Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string IdentifyingDescriptions[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint16 AdditionalAvailability[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 MaxQuiesceTime Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


boolean activeCooling Inherited from CIM_CoolingDevice This flag indicates that the Cooling Device provides 
active (as opposed to passive) cooling. This value is set 
to “true”.


boolean VariableSpeed Inherited from CIM_CoolingDevice Not Supported.


uint64 DesriredSpeed Inherited from CIM_CoolingDevice Not Supported.


uint8 type HP_Fan It represents the type of this fan instance. The valuemap 
is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6"},
Values {"Unknown", "Other", "Cabinet Blower", 
"Compute Cabinet I/O Fans", "I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Utility Chassis Fan", "I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan", 
"Processor Fan", "Cell Fan"}]


unit16 HealthState Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not supported


unit16 PowerManagementCapabilities Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not supported


boolean PowerManagementSupported Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not supported
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string Status Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not supported


unit16 StatusInfo Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not supported


datetime TimeOfLastStateChange Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not supported


Table 2: HP_FanModule properties
Table 2 describes the properties of the HP_FanModule class.  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the 
second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  
Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. Caption value can be one of the following, depending 
on the fan type: Unknown, Other, Cabinet Blower, 
Compute Cabinet I/O Fans, I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Utility Chassis Fan, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. “This is a cooling device with following details: Cabinet 
Number: x, Fan Number: x, Type of cooling 
device:Cabinet Blower”


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This value can be one of the following, depending on the 
fan type: Unknown, Other, Cabinet Blower, Compute 
Cabinet I/O Fans, I/O Expansion Cabinet Utility Chassis 
Fan, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan


string Name Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This value can be one of the following, depending on the 
fan type: Unknown, Other, Cabinet Blower, Compute 
Cabinet I/O Fans, I/O Expansion Cabinet Utility Chassis 
Fan, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan


datetime InstallDate; Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


Not Supported


uint16 OperationalStatus Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement.


The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.7.2 Schema Specification) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", 
"8", "9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", 
"17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


The first index in the OpStatus Array indicates the overall 
status of the instance of the fan.


If a fan is working, OpStatus[0] will be set to “OK”, if a 
fan is failed, OpStatus[0] willl be “Error”, for any other 
values, it will be set to “Unknown”.


string StatusDescriptions[] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


In the above mentioned cases, strings will be “Cooling 
Device is OK", "Cooling Device is not working", 
"Cooling device is in Unknown state” respectively.


string Tag [Key] Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This string will be set to a unique value, indicating the 
physical location of the fan in string format. E.g. 0-ff-ff-ff-ff-
0-ff-63
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string CreationClassName [Key] Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement The name of the subclass being instantiated, i.e. 
“HP_FanModule”.


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement value can be one of the following, depending on the fan 
type: Unknown, Other, Cabinet Blower,  Compute Cabinet 
I/O Fans,  I/O Expansion Cabinet Utility Chassis Fan,  
I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan


string Manufacturer Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This will be set to “Hewlett-Packard”


string Model Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string SKU Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string SserialNumber Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string Version Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string PartNumber Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string OtherIdentifyingInfo Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


boolean PoweredOn Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


datetime ManufactureDate Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string VendorEquipmentType Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string UserTracking Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


boolean CanBeFRUed Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


boolean Removable Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not supported


boolean Replacable Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not supported


boolean HotSwappable Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not supported


unit16 HealthState Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


string Status Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


unit16 RemovalConditions Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not supported


Table 3: HP_PoweSupply Properties (Logical Information):
Table 3 describes the properties of the HP_PowerSupply CIM class.  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), 
the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data 
source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement Caption value can be one of the following, depending 
on the device type: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power 
Supply, Compute Cabinet Backplane Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet AC Input Line, I/O Expansion Cabinet 
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Bulk Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet Backplane 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Chassis 
Enclosure Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet AC 
Input Line, Cooling Device Slot, Power Device Slot


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement “This is a power supply device with following details: 
Cabinet Number: 0, Power Module Number: 0, Type of 
power supply device: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power 
Supply”


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This value can be one of the following, depending on the 
device type: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet Backplane Power Supply, Compute 
Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure Power Supply, Compute 
Cabinet AC Input Line, I/O Expansion Cabinet Bulk 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet Backplane Power 
Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet AC Input Line, 
Cooling Device Slot, Power Device Slot


string Name Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This value can be one of the following, depending on the 
device type: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet Backplane Power Supply, Compute 
Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure Power Supply, Compute 
Cabinet AC Input Line, I/O Expansion Cabinet Bulk 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet Backplane Power 
Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet AC Input Line, 
Cooling Device Slot, Power Device Slot


datetime InstallDate; Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


Not Supported


uint16 OperationalStatus [] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.7.2 Schema Specification) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", 
"8", "9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", 
"17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


The first index in the OpStatus Array indicates the overall 
status of the instance of the power supply device.


If a power module is working, OpStatus[0] will be set to 
“OK”, if it is failed, OpStatus[0] will be “Error”, for any 
other values, it will be set to “Unknown”.


string StatusDescriptions[] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


In the above mentioned cases, strings will be “Power 
Supply is not working ", "Power Supply is OK", "Power 
Supply is in unknown state” respectively.


uint16 EnabledStatus Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported


sstring OtherEnabledStatus Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported


uint16 RequestedStatus Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported
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uint16 EnabledDefault Inherited from 
CIM_EnabledLogicalElement


Not Supported


string SystemCreationClassName 
[Key]


Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Fixed string “CIM_ComputerSystem”


string SystemName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice The host name of the server.


string CreationClassName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice This is set to the name of the instantiated sub-class, i.e. 
“HP_PowerSupply”.


string DeviceID  [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Device ID will be the unique physical location of the 
power supply in string format. E.g. 0-ff-ff-ff-ff-0-ff-44


string[] OtherIdentifyingInfo Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice First element in this array will specify the grid to which this 
power supply is attached, if the power supply type is A/C 
Line. Note: If the type is not A/C Line, these do not need 
to be populated.


uint16 Availability Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint32 LastErrorCode Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string ErrorDescription Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


boolean ErrorCleared Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string OtherIdentifyingInfo[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 PowerOnHours Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 TotalPowerOnHours Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string IdentifyingDescriptions[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint16 AdditionalAvailability[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 MaxQuiesceTime Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


boolean isSwitchingSupply Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range1InputVoltageLow Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range1InputVoltageHigh Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range1InputFrequencyLow Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range1InputFrequencyHigh Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range2InputVoltageLow Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range2InputVoltageHigh Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range2InputFrequencyLow Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 Range2InputFrequencyHigh Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint16 ActiveInputVoltage Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported
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uint16 TypeOfRangeSwitching Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint32 TotalOutputPower Inherited from CIM_PowerSupply Not Supported


uint8 type HP_PowerSupply Type of this instance of PowerSupply.


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "Compute Cabinet Bulk 
Power Supply", "Compute Cabinet System Backplane 
Power Supply",  "Compute Cabinet I/O chassis enclosure 
Power Supply", "Compute Cabinet AC Input Line",  "I/O 
Expansion Cabinet Bulk Power Supply", "I/O Expansion 
Cabinet System Backplane Power Supply",  "I/O 
Expansion Cabinet I/O chassis enclosure Power Supply", 
"I/O Expansion Cabinet AC Input Line"}]


unit16 HealthState Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string OtherEnabledState Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


unit16 PowerManagementCapabilities Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


boolean PowerManagementSupported Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


string Status Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


unit16 StatusInfo Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


datetime TimeOfLastStateChange Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


Table 4: HP_PowerModule properties
Table 4 describes the properties of the HP_PowerSupplyModule class.  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and 
units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and 
data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. Caption value can be one of the following, depending 
on the device type: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power 
Supply, Compute Cabinet Backplane Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet AC Input Line, I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Bulk Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet Backplane 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Chassis 
Enclosure Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet AC 
Input Line, Cooling Device Slot, Power Device Slot


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. “This is a power supply device with following details: 
Cabinet Number: 0, Power Module Number: 0, Type of 
power supply device: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power 
Supply”


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement Caption value can be one of the following, depending 
on the device type: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power 
Supply, Compute Cabinet Backplane Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet AC Input Line, I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Bulk Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet Backplane 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Chassis 
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Enclosure Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet AC 
Input Line, Cooling Device Slot, Power Device Slot


string Name Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


Caption value can be one of the following, depending 
on the device type: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power 
Supply, Compute Cabinet Backplane Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet AC Input Line, I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Bulk Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet Backplane 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Chassis 
Enclosure Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet AC 
Input Line, Cooling Device Slot, Power Device Slot


datetime InstallDate; Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


Not Supported


uint16 OperationalStatus Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement.


The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.7.2 Schema Specification) is as follows:


 ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", 
"8", "9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", 
"17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


The first index in the OpStatus Array indicates the overall 
status of the instance of the power supply device.


If a power module is working, OpStatus[0] will be set to 
“OK”, if it is failed, OpStatus[0] will be “Error”, for any 
other values, it will be set to “Unknown”.


string StatusDescriptions[] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


In the above mentioned cases, strings will be “Power 
Supply Not Working", "Power Supply OK", "Power 
Supply Status Unknown” respectively.


string Tag [Key] Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This string will be set to a unique value, indicating the 
Physical Location of the physical Power Supply Module. 
E.g. 0-ff-ff-ff-ff-0-ff-44


string CreationClassName [Key] Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement The name of the subclass being instantiated, i.e. 
“HP_PowerModule”.


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Caption value can be one of the following, depending 
on the device type: Compute Cabinet Bulk Power 
Supply, Compute Cabinet Backplane Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet I/O Chassis Enclosure Power Supply, 
Compute Cabinet AC Input Line, I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Bulk Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet Backplane 
Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Chassis 
Enclosure Power Supply, I/O Expansion Cabinet AC 
Input Line, Cooling Device Slot, Power Device Slot


string Manufacturer Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This will be set to “Hewlett-Packard”


string Model Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement The model of the power supply device.


string SKU Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not Supported


string SerialNumber Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This is populated with SerialNumber of the device.
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string Version Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not Supported


string PartNumber Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This is populated with PartNumber of the device.


string[] OtherIdentifyingInfo Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement First element in this array will specify the grid to which 
this power supply is attached, if the power supply type is 
A/C Line. Note: If the type is not A/C Line, these do not 
need to be populated.


boolean PoweredOn Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not Supported


datetime ManufactureDate Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement This contains the date of manufacturing.


string VendorEquipmentType Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not Supported


string UserTracking Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not Supported


boolean CanBeFRUed Inherited from CIM_PhysicalElement Not Supported


Boolean Removable Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not Supported


boolean Replacable Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not Supported


boolean HotSwappable Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not Supported


unit16 HealthState Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not Supported


unit16 RemovalConditions Inherited from CIM_PhysicalComponent Not Supported


Table 5: HP_FanLocation & HP_PowerLocation properties


Table 5 describes the properties of the HP_FanLocation & HP_PowerLocation  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type 
and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value 
and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. This value is returned as “Cooling Device Slot”. Or 
“Power Device Slot”


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement. This value will be something like: “This is a cooling 
device with following details: Cabinet Number: 0, Fan 
Number: 0, Type of cooling device:Cabinet Blower:”.


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This value is returned as “Cooling Device Slot”. Or 
“Power Device Slot”


string Name [Key] Inherited from CIM_Location The location is returned as a string, of the form
“CabinetNumber = <Cabinet#> : 
SlotNumber = <Slot#> : ”


string PhysicalPosition [Key] Inherited from CIM_Location A string indicating (uniquely) the position of the Fan Or 
PowerModule. E.g. 0-ff-ff-ff-ff-0-ff-63
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string[] PhysicalLocationLevels Inherited from 
HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex


ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13"},


Values { "Cabinet", "Cardcage", "Backplane", "Cell 
Slot", "Processor Module", "CPU Slot", "Reserved", 
"Source", "Detail", "DIMM Slot", "Impl. Dep", "Slot",          
"Extender", "Instance"},


It will be set as 0 11 for cabinet and Slot.


Uint8[] PhysicalLocationValues Inherited from 
HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex


This will have the array of values for Cabinet & Slot 
number. E.g. 0 1


string CreationClassName Inherited from 
HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex


“HP_FanLocation” Or “HP_PowerSupplyLocation”


boolean IsEmpty HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex Values{“TRUE”, “FALSE”}


string Address Inherited from CIM_Location Not Supported


Table 6: HP_CoolingRedundancyGroup& HP_PowerRedundancyGroup properties


Table 6 describes the properties of the HP_CoolingredundancyGroup & HP_PowerRedundancyGroup.  It has three columns.  The first is the property 
name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is 
the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement “HP_CoolingRedundancyGroup” or 
“HP_PowerRedundancyGroup”


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This is a cooling (or power) redundancy group with 
following details: Cabinet Number: 0, Type of cooling 
subsystem:: Cabinet Blower  (or power device type)


ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This is a cooling redundancy group of type:Cabinet 
Blower 


string Name (Key) Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup Hewlett-
Packard:diags.sfm:<CreationClassName>:<LocalID>


string CreationClassName(Key) Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup “HP_CoolingRedundancyGroup” or 
“HP_PowerRedundancyGroup”


uint16 RedundancyStatus Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup ValueMap { "0", "1", "2", "3", "4" }, 


Values { "Unknown", "Other", "Fully Redundant",


"Degraded Redundancy", "Redundancy Lost" }]


Depending on the number of cooling or power devices 
failed, subsystem may be still functioning with full 
redundancy, or degraded redundancy. This redundancy 
state of the subsystem is reflected in this property.


uint16 HealthState Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup Not supported


datetime InstallDate Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup Not supported
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uint16 OperationalStatus Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup Not supported


string Status Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup Not supported


string StatusDescriptions Inherited from CIM_RedundancyGroup Not supported


Table 7: HP_CoolingCollection ,  HP_PowerCollection, HP_SystemTemperatureCollection & HP_SystemVoltageCollection  properties


Table 7 describes the properties of the HP_CoolingCollection,  HP_PowerCollection, HP_SystemTemperatureCollection & 
HP_SystemVoltageCollection. It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance 
(indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)
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string InstanceID (Key) Inherited from 
CIM_SystemSpecificCollection


Hewlett-
Packard:diags.sfm:<CreationClassName>:<LocalID>


CreationClassName reflects the collection class name. 
LocalID is always 0, as we are creating only 1 instance 
of collection class.


string Caption Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


“HP_CoolingCollection” or “HP_PowerCollection” or 
HP_SystemTemperatureCollection or 
HP_SystemVoltageCollection


Uint16[] GroupOperationalStatus Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error", "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service", "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted", "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"},


This property reflects the overall status of the subsystem. 
Any device failure is reflected in the overall status. 
CoolingCollection class represents only system cooling 
devices, so it considers only fan types of Cabinet Blower,  
Compute Cabinet I/O Fans,  I/O Expansion Cabinet 
Utility Chassis Fan,  I/O Expansion Cabinet I/O Fan 
and not any other instances of HP_Fan with other types, 
like ProcessorFan. Same holds true for PowerCollection. 
GroupOperationalStatus considers only the PowerSupply 
types mentioned in this document.


Since cooling & power subsystems have redundancy, 
GroupOperationalStatus considers RedundancyStatus as 
well as individual device status in consideration. If any 
device is in ‘not-OK’ state, and system is not fully 
redundant, overall status will be reflected as ‘not-OK’. 


E.g. Say, a cabinet needs 4 fans to be fully redundant 
and it has 5 to start with. Even if one fan fails, system is 
fully redundant. Thus, GroupOperationalStatus will be 
set to OK. If one more fan fails, system is no longer fully 
redundant. RedundncyStatus is set to redundancy 
degraded, and GroupOperationalStatus is set to 
Degraded. 


If RedundancyStatus is RedundancyLost and some fans 
are not working, GroupOperationalStatus is set to 
‘Stressed’.


However, if all (installed) fans are working fine and
system is not Fully Redundant, the 
GroupOperationalStatus is still set to ‘OK’, as we 
assume that all fans were not intended to be installed. 


Same algorithm is used for GroupOperationalStatus for 
PowerCollection as well.


string[] GroupStatusDescriptions Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


It can be one of the following


"All member devices are OK."


"At least one member device is degraded."


"At least one member device is Stressed." 


"At least one member device has Unknown Status."
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Table 8: HP_RealizesFan properties


Table 8 describes the properties of the HP_RealizesFan association class (associating HP_FanModule and HP_Fan).  It has three columns.  The first 
is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), 
and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_FanModule ref Antecedent Property of HP_RealizesFan Object path of the HP_FanModule Instance.


HP_Fan ref Dependent Property of HP_RealizesFan Object path of the HP_Fan Instance.


Table 9: HP_RealizesPowerSupply properties


Table 9 describes the properties of the HP_RealizesPowerSupply association class (associating HP_PowerSupplyModule and HP_PowerSupply).  It 
has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or 
superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_PowerSupplyModule ref 
Antecedent


Property of HP_RealizesPowerSupply Object path of the HP_PowerSupplyModule Instance.


HP_PowerSupply ref Dependent Property of HP_ RealizesPowerSupply Object path of the HP_PowerSupply Instance.


Table 10: HP_FanModuleInLocation properties


Table 10 describes the properties of the HP_FanModuleInLocation  association class (associating HP_FanModule and HP_FanLocation).  It has 
three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass 
defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_FanModule ref Element Property of 
HP_PhysicalElementLocationInComplex


Object path of the HP_FanModule Instance.


HP_FanLocation ref 
PhysicalLocation


Property of 
HP_PhysicalElementLocationInComplex


Object path of the HP_FanLocation Instance.


Table 11: HP_PowerSupplyModuleInLocation properties


Table 11 describes the properties of the HP_ PowerSupplyModuleInLocation association class (associating HP_PowerSupplyModule and 
HP_PowerSupplyLocation).  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance 
(indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_PowerSupplyModule ref 
Element


Property of 
HP_PhysicalElementLocationInComplex


Object path of the HP_PowerSupplyModule Instance.


HP_PowerSupplyLocation ref 
PhysicalLocation


Property of 
HP_PhysicalElementLocationInComplex


Object path of the HP_PowerSupplyLocation Instance.
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Table 12: HP_MemberOfCoolingRedundancy properties


Table 12 describes the properties of the HP_ MemberOfCoolingRedundancy association class (associating HP_CoolingRedundancyGroup and 
HP_Fan).  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which 
class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_CoolingRedundancyGroup ref 
GroupComponent


Property of CIM_RedundancyComponent Object path of the HP_CoolingRedundancyGroup 
Instance.


HP_Fan ref PartComponent Property of CIM_RedundancyComponent Object path of the HP_Fan Instance.


Table 13: HP_MemberOfPowerRedundancy properties


Table 13 describes the properties of the HP_ MemberOfPowerRedundancy association class (associating HP_PowerRedundancyGroup and 
HP_PowerSupply).  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating 
which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_PowerRedundancyGroup ref 
GroupComponent


Property of CIM_RedundancyComponent Object path of the HP_PowerRedundancyGroup 
Instance.


HP_PowerSupply ref 
PartComponent


Property of CIM_RedundancyComponent Object path of the HP_PowerSupply Instance.


Table 14: HP_HostedCoolingCollection ,  HP_HostedPowerCollection, HP_HostedVoltageCollection, HP_HostedTemperatureCollection  properties


Table 14 describes the properties of the HP_ HostedCoolingCollection,   HP_HostedPowerCollection , HP_HostedVoltageCollection, 
HP_HostedTemperatureCollection  association class (associating CIM_ComputerSystem and HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection).  It has three 
columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass 
defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


CIM_ComputerSystem ref 
Antecedent


Property of HP_GroupHostedCollection Object path of the CIM_ComputerSystem


HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollectio
n ref Dependent


Property of HP_GroupHostedCollection Object path of the HP_CoolingCollection , 
HP_PowerCollection , HP_HostedVoltageCollection OR 
HP_HostedTemperatureCollection  Instance.


Table 15: HP_MemberOfCoolingCollection & HP_MemberOfPowerCollection properties


Table 15 describes the properties of the HP_MemberOfCoolingCollection & HP_ MemberOfPowerCollection association class (associating 
HP_CoolongCollection & HP_Fan and HP_PowerCollection & HP_PowerSupply respectively).  It has three columns.  The first is the property name 
(including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the 
property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)
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HP_CoolingCollection or 
HP_PowerCollection ref Collection


Property of CIM_MemberOfCollection Object path of the HP_CoolingCollection or 
HP_PowerCollection Instance.


HP_Fan or HP_PowerSupply ref 
Member


Property of CIM_MemberOfCollection Object path of the HP_Fan or HP_PowerSupply Instance.


Table 16: intrinsic methods for all the CIM classes supported by Environmental Instance Provider


Table 16 describes the intrinsic methods supported by this provider.  It has three columns.  The first is the method name, the second is a 
description of the provider’s actions based on invoking that method, and the third is a list of any exceptions that could result from invoking the 
method.  Each row describes a method.


Method name Description Exceptions thrown


enumerateInstances Returns all instances of class with values of  
supported properties. (See tables above.)


CIMOperationFailedException


enumerateInstanceNames Returns object path of all instances of class. CIMOperationFailedException


getInstance Returns an instance that matches the keys 
with values of supported properties. (See 
tables above.)


CIMOperationFailedException & CIMObjectNotFoundException


modifyInstance This operation is not supported by the 
Environmental Instance Provider. This is 
indicated to the client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


deleteInstance This operation is not supported by the 
Environmental Instance Provider. This is 
indicated to the client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


createInstance This operation is not supported by the 
Environmental Instance Provider. This is 
indicated to the client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


Indications generated by 
this Provider


This Provider does not currently generate any indications.


For more information


• WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/CIM/


• For more information on SFM, see System Fault Management Administrator’s Guide at
 http://docs.hp.com/en/diag
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For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.
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HP-UX Memory Instance Provider 


Provider Overview Memory Instance Provider provides information about system’s physical memory.


Description The Memory Instance Provider provides information about system physical memory configuration. This
provider instruments CIM and HP defined MOF classes, which are CIM 2.7 compliant.  All the HP specific 
MOF classes are registered in root/cimv2 name space. 


This provider instruments the following MOF classes


o HP_PhysicalMemory


This class describes DIMM/SIMM that are present in the system/partition. 


o HP_MemoryLocation


This class describes all volatile memory module slots that are present in the 
system/partition. 


o HP_MemoryInLocation (Association)


This association class associates a DIMM/SIMM described by an instance of 
“HP_PhysicalMemory” that is present in a memory slot described by an instance of 
“HP_MemoryLocation”. 


o HP_MemoryCollection


This class defines the memory collection. The status field of this collection represents the 
overall status of memory subsystem.


o HP_HostedMemoyCollection (Assocation)


This class defines the memory collection (HP_MemoryCollection) in the context of 
scoping computer system. It represents a collection that only has the meaning in the 
context of computer system, and/or whose elements are restricted by the definition of 
the system.


o HP_MemberOfMemoryCollection (Assocation)


This is an aggregation class that establish the membership of a managed element with 
the corresponding collection class. HP_MemberOfMemoryCollection class establishes 
membership of HP_PhysicalMemory with HP_MemoryCollection.


Following intrinsic methods, of CIM instance provider, are supported by memory instance provider 


o getInstance ()


o enumerateInstances ()


o enumerateInstanceNames ()


Following intrinsic methods, of CIM instance provider, are not supported by memory instance provider


o deleteInstance ()


o modifyInstance ()


o createInstance ()


Any extrinsic method of any of the supported MOF class is not supported.


Associations are instrumented using the instance provider framework.


Requirements The Provider requires 


1. WBEMServices A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product


2. OnlineDiag B.11.31.03.YY
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Supported managed 
resources


This provider provides information about Physical Memory Module (DIMM/SIMM) and Memory Module 
Slots.


Note that the provider provides only the information about the above resources. They don’t provide any 
managing or diagnostic or configuring capabilities for the above resources.


For a list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at,   http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


Setting up this 
Provider
Installing this Provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider. 


Ensure that the appropriate version of HPWBEM services and OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in the 
requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “Swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”


(Detailed instructions for installation of the System Fault Management product are available in the System 
Fault Management Administrator's Guide, available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.)


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


o The provider library is libsfmproviders.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with all 
the other libraries it uses to implement the Memory Instance provider. A symbolic link is 
made in /opt/wbem/providers/lib/libsfmproviders.sl to link to the libsfmproviders.1 library 
in /opt/sfm/lib/.


o The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 
HP_MemoryPhysical28.mof) will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will 
also include the provider registration file, namely SFMProvidersHPOnlyIaR.mof , 
SFMProvidersHPOnlyR.mof and SFMProvidersCommonR.mof. 


Note: All the HP-specific MOF classes will be  registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace.


o The /opt/sfm/bin/ directory will contain the binary executable files that are used by the 
Memory Instance Provider. This includes the “sfmconfig” utility that is used for sending 
notifications to the Memory Instance Provider (e.g. on updation to the configuration file).


o The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the Memory 
Instance Provider, and all the modules that this provider uses.


o The /opt/sfm/msgcat/C/ directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported 
locales. (This is used for the localization of the message strings in Memory Instance 
Provider).


o The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of the 
CPU Instance Provider.


The Memory Instance Provider will support HPUX 11i V1 operating system. 


Configuring this Provider Memory Provider uses a common configuration file along with CPU Instance Provider and EMS Wrapper 
Indication Provider. So editing the configuration file will affect the other two providers as well. The 
configuration file can be found in the /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml configuration file.


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are as 
follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity>
<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>
<FileSize> 20480 </FileSize>
<NBackupFiles>2</NBackupFiles>


</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging level 
and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)
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INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL


 MILESTONE


 STOPLOGGING


NOTE: The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of information. It is advisable not to use it 
for a long time as it may use a lot of disk space. The recommended threshold in the running environment 
will be WARNING. The default logging level is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i) STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


c) FileSize: This field defines the maximum size of the logging file to the logging subsystem.


 d) NBackupFiles: When the logging file reaches the maximum file size defined by “FileSize” 


tag, the logging subsystem takes the backup of the current log file and then truncate it. This 


variable defines how many backup files will be preserved by logging subsystem.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command to specify the changed configuration file. For example


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig -c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig program.


Using this Provider


Schema supported by 
this Provider


Any HP WBEM services A.02.07 compliant client will be able to use the MOF classes supported by the 
Memory Instance Provider.


The description section provides the brief description of the supported MOF classes. The following tables 
provide the information about the supported properties of these MOF classes or their base classes.


Note: All supported properties may not be available on all the supported platforms mentioned in the 
installation section.


Table 1: HP_PhysicalMemory supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


String Description CIM_ManagedElement The description provides the following information about 
a DIMM


• Memory Chip Type 


• Memory Chip form factor description 


• Location description


• Size, in bytes, description.


String ElementName CIM_ManagedElement Same as Name


uint16 OperationalStatus[] CIM_ManagedSystemElement The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.7 Schema Specification) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped",
"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
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"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


The following status information and its conversion to 
CIM operational status is mentioned below


1. Configured : “Ok” status


2. HW De-Configured: “Stopped” status.


3. SW De-configured: “Stopped” status.


4. De-Configured (if on a server the firmware 
doesn’t precisely tells weather the DIMM is de-
configured by HW or SW.  : “Stopped” 
status.


5. Serial Presence Detection (SPD) Error: “Error” 
status


6. Extended SPD error: “Error” status


7. DIMM type mismatch: “Error Status”.


8. Unsupported DIMM: “Error Status”


9. SBE (indicating excessive Single Bit Error has 
occurred on this memory module) : 
“Degraded”/”Other” Status depending upon 
the severity of the SBE event generated by 
memory monitor (dm_memory/ia64_memory 
monitor):


It is possible that a DIMM/SIMM may have more than 
one status code for e.g. if the DIMM/SIMM is de-
configured due to DIMM type mismatch then we will 
have “Error” and “Stopped” status.


The OperationalStatus[0] will have the most important 
status of the DIMM. Other elements of the array will give 
more detailed information about the status.


String StatusDescriptions[] CIM_ManagedSystemElement Derived from operation status.


string Name CIM_ManagedSystemElement Obtained from the Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) name. 
The example name will be DIMM_1024.


If the FRU information is not present than memory 
instance provider tries to form the name in the format 
using the memory chip form factor and its size in MB.


Thus a derived name will be


<Chip Form factor>_<module size in MB>


String PartNumber CIM_PhysicalElement DIMM/SIMM Part number.


String SerialNumber CIM_PhysicalElement DIMM/SIMM Serial Number.


String CreationClassName [Key] CIM_PhysicalElement Hard coded to “HP_PhysicalMemory”


String Tag [Key] CIM_PhysicalElement This field will be derived from memory slot location and 
form factor. 


The form will be as follows


<location attrib 1> - <location attrib 2> - … ::<location  
attrib n>


For e.g., the tag for a DIMM present in cellular system at 
cabinet 0, cell slot 01 and dimm slot 0b will be


00- ff - ff - 01 – ff - 0b – ff – 74
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Uint64 Capacity CIM_PhysicalMemory Capacity of DIMM/SIMM in number of Bytes.


Uint16 MemoryType CIM_PhysicalMemory Defines the memory chip type as per the CIM 
specification defined enumeration.


Uint16 FormFactor CIM_PhysicalMemory Defines the form factor of memory chip as per the CIM 
specification defined enumeration.


Uint16 MemoryChipStatus[] HP_PhysicalMemory The Value-Map associated with this property (as is 
defined in HP_PhysicalMemory mof class) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9","10"}


Values {"Other", "Unknown", "Configured", 
"Deconfigured By Hardware",  "Deconfigured By 
Software", "DIMM Type Mismatch",  "Unsupported 
DIMM", "SPD Error", "Extended SPD CheckSum Error", 
"Degraded","SBE"}]


Returns the status of the memory module in this array. 


Following status types are provides (the enum values are 
mentioned along with the status type)


1. Configured  : 2


2. De-Configured : 3


3. HW De-Configured  : 3


4. SW De-Configured  :4


5. Degraded : 9 ( This status type is not used in 
this release.)


6. DIMM Type Mismatch : 5


7. Unsupported DIMM : 6


8. SPD Error : 7


9. XSPD Error : 8


10. SBE : 10


String MemoryChipStatusDescription[] HP_PhysicalMemory Describes the memory module status.


String Caption CIM_PhysicalMemory The Caption property is a short textual description (one-
line string) of the object.


Unit 32 MaxLen 64


String BankLabel CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Boolean CanBeFRUed CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit16 DataWidth CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit16 HealthState CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit16 HotSwappable CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Datetime InstallDate CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit32 InterleavePosition CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Datetime ManufactureDate CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported
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String Manufacturer CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String Model CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String OtherIdentifyingInfo CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit32 PositionInRow CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Boolean PoweredOn CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Boolean Removable CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit16 RemovalConditions CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Boolean Replaceable CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String SKU CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit32 Speed CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String Status CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


Unit16 TotalWidth CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String UserTracking CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String VendorEquipmentType CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String Version CIM_PhysicalMemory Not Supported


String ArtworkRevision HP_PhysicalMemory The Artwork Revision of the memory chip


String ScanRevision HP_PhysicalMemory The Scan Revision of the memory chip


String EngineeringDateCode HP_PhysicalMemory The Engineering Date code of the memory chip


Table 2: HP_MemoryLocation supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


String Description CIM_ManagedElement Describes the slot according to type of slot. It also 
describes the location attributes of the memory slot.


String ElementName CIM_ManagedElement Hardcoded to “Volatile Memory Module Slot”.


String Name [Key] CIM_Location <location name> = <location value>, …., <location 
name> = <location value>


This parameter defines the location in terms of name 
value pairs.


String PhysicalPosition [Key] CIM_Location This field will be derived from “form factor” of one of the 
memory module controlled by associated memory 
controller (It is assumed that all the modules controlled by 
a memory controller are of same form factor.) and slot 
location attribute.
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The format will be 


<location attrib 1> - …..- <location attrib n>


for e.g. 


00- ff - ff - 01 – ff - 0b – ff – 74


Uint8  PhysicalLocationLevels[] HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex The uint arrays PhyscialLocationLevles and 
PhysicalLocationValues keeps the location levels, as is 
defined by HP_PhysicalLocation class, and location value 
pair at corresponding indices. Each successive index in 
LocationIdentifiers and LocationNames array will narrow 
down the location of the memory slot in the system.


Uint8 PhysicalLocationValues[] HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex Description is given in PhysicalLocationLevles.


Boolean isEmpty HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex Tells whether the slot have some DIMM or not.


String CreationClassName HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex Creation class name.


String Caption HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex The Caption property is a short textual description (one-
line string) of the object.


Unit 32 MaxLen 64


String LocationIdentifiers HP_MemoryLocation The location identifier array representing the slot.The 
array member contains the value of memory slot 
attributes value whose name is mentioned at the 
corresponding index in LocationNames


String LocationNames HP_MemoryLocation The location name array representing the slot. The        
member of this array names the identifying attributes of 
the memory slot


String Address CIM_Location Not supported


MemoryController HP_PhysicalLocationInComplex This field contains the corresponding memory controller 
HPA. If controller information is not available or is not 
applicable than this field will contain NULL.


Table 3: HP_MemoryInLocation supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


This class associates the DIMM/SIMM with corresponding slots. A memory module (DIMM/SIMM) will always be associated with a memory slot. 
But a memory slot may not be associated with a memory module as it may be empty. 


The getInstance() method is not supported for this association class. 


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_PhysicalMemory REF Element Overridden by HP_MemoryInLocation The reference to the memory module. 
See HP_PhysicalMemory keys for further information.


HP_MemoryLocation REF 
PhysicalLocation


Overridden by HP_MemoryInLocation The reference to the memory slot.
See HP_MemoryLocation keys for further information.


Table 4: HP_MemoryCollection supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


This class represents the memory subsystem, which is collection of memory modules, in the computer system.


The getInstance() method is not supported for this association class. 
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Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


String InstanceID (Key) Inherited from 
CIM_SystemSpecificCollection


Hewlett-
Packard:diags.sfm:<CreationClassName>:<LocalID>


CreationClassName reflects the collection class name. 
LocalID is always 0, as we are creating only 1 instance 
of collection class.


String Caption Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


“HP_CoolingCollection” or “HP_PowerCollection”


Uint16[] GroupOperationalStatus Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error", "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service", "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted", "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"},


String[] GroupStatusDescriptions Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


Table 5: HP_HostedMemoryCollection supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


This class associates the Memory Collection with scoping computer system. 


The getInstance() method is not supported for this association class. 


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


CIM_ComputerSystem ref 
Antecedent


Overridden by 
HP_GroupHostedCollection


The reference to the CIM_ComputerSystem.


HP_MemoryCollection ref 
Dependent


Overridden by 
HP_HostedMemoryCollection


The reference to memory collection that is managed by 
the system.


Table 6: HP_MemberOfMemoryCollection supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


This class associates the DIMM/SIMM(HP_PhysicalMemory) with corresponding memory collection(HP_MemoryCollection).


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_MemoryCollection REF 
Collection


Overridden by 
HP_MemberOfMemoryCollection


Object path of HP_MemoryCollection.


HP_PhysicalMemory REF Member Overridden by 
HP_MemberOfMemoryCollection


Object path of HP_PhysicalMemory.


Links to more information


• WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/CIM/.
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MP Instance Provider


Provider Overview The Management Processor Instance Provider provides information related to management processor of the 
system.


Description The MP Instance Provider is a Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) Instance Provider that provides 
firmware revision information from HP servers based on PA RISC architecture and HP Integrity Servers, 
running HPUX. This provider is compliant with the Common Information Model (CIM) 2.8 Schema, 
proposed by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF). 


The MP Instance Provider allows any client, compliant with the CIM 2.8 Schema, to query for information 
about the managed system’s management processor.


The MP Instance Provider implements MP related CIM classes, proposed in the DMTF CIM 2.8 revision. In 
addition to the properties that belong to the standard CIM classes, the MP Instance Provider serves 
information that is specific to HP Servers, by implementing HP-specific CIM classes, derived from the 
standard DMTF classes.


The following MOF class is handled by the MP Instance Provider:


• HP_ManagementProcessor


 HP_ManagementProcessor (subclass of CIM_ComputerSystem) contains MP related information. 


The MOF classes mentioned above (i.e. all MOF classes prefixed with “HP_”) are HP-specific 
extensions to the CIM Schema, and are registered in the “root/cimv2” namespace.


For all the MOF classes mentioned above, the MP Instance Provider supports the following standard 
CIM Operations:


• enumerateInstanceNames()


• enumerateInstances()


• getInstance()


The following CIM operations are not supported by the MP Instance Provider:


• createInstance()


• deleteInstance()


• modifyInstance()


MP Instance Provider is not a CIM Method Provider, and does not support extrinsic method invocation 
on instances on any of the MOF classes mentioned above. The invocation of any of these methods will 
result in a CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED exception.


Requirements HP-UX 11i v3 February 2007


SysMgmtWeb version A.2.2.5 (HP-UX Web Based System Management User Interface)


OpenSSL A.00.09.07e.012 or later


WBEMServices A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product 


OnlineDiag B.11.31.03.yy 


Note:


SysMgmtWeb is optional. However, you will not be able to access EVWEB GUI if SysMgmtWeb is not 
installed on the system. 


All the prerequisites are available on the OE media. You can select the SFM dependencies from the OE 
media while installing the SFM software as a standalone component 
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The OnlineDiag bundle is always installed with the OE media. 


The A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product is compatible only with the A.04.00.xx version of SFM. It is 
not compatible with the 


A.01.00.01 or A.03.00.xx version of SFM. 


HP recommends that you install HP Systems Insight Manager (HP SIM) version 5.0.01 to remotely administer 
indications and instances.


Release History


Supported Managed 
Resources


This provider provides information related to the MP present on the system.


Please note that the MP Instance Provider provides only the information about the above resources. It does 
not provide any management, diagnostic or configuration capabilities for the above resources.


For a list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at,   http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


Setting up this 
Provider
Installing this Provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider. 


Ensure that the appropriate version of HPWBEM services and OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in the 
requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”


(Detailed instructions for installation of the System Fault Management product are available in the System 
Fault Management Administrator's Guide, available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.)


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


• The provider library is libmpprovider.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with all the 
other libraries it uses to implement the MP Instance provider. A symbolic link is made in 
/opt/wbem/providers/lib/libmpprovider.sl to link to the libmpprovider.1 library in 
/opt/sfm/lib/.


• The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 
HP_ManagementProcessor.mof) will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will 
also include the provider registration files, namely SFMProvidersHPOnlyIaR.mof , 
SFMProvidersHPOnlyR.mof and SFMProvidersCommonR.mof


• . Note: All the HP-specific MOF classes will be registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace.


• The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the System Fault 
Management Product.


• The /opt/sfm/msgcat/C directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported locales. (This 
is used for the localization of the message strings in MP Instance Provider).


• The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of the MP
Instance Provider.


Configuring this Provider MP Provider uses a common configuration file along with Memory Instance Provider and EMSWrapper 
Indication Provider. So editing the configuration file will affect the other two providers as well. The 
configuration file can be found in – /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are as 
follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity>
<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>


</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:
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1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging level 
and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL


MILESTONE


STOPLOGGING


NOTE The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of log-messages. It is strongly advised not 
to use this severity level for a long time, for the generated log-files may use a lot of disk space. The default 
(and recommended) threshold in the runtime environment is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i)  STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the path to the log file (target 
specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the 
path "/abc/def/" should already exist, and should be writeable by root-user.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command, to specify the changed configuration file. i.e.


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig -c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig command.


Using this Provider


Schema Supported by 
this Provider


The “Description” section explains in brief the different MOF classes supported by MP Instance Provider. The 
following tables list all the supported properties corresponding to these MOF classes, along with the 
properties inherited from the standard CIM MOF classes, as per CIM 2.8 schema specifications.


Note: All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the MP Instance Provider. The 
few non-key properties not supported (currently) by the MP Instance Provider are not listed below.


Note: 
1. All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the MP Instance Provider. 
2. The non-key properties that are not supported by the MP Instance Provider are not listed below.


Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value
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ControllerType HP_ManagementProcessor uint16


The Management Processor model/type:


0=Unknown


1=Other


2=PCI Board, RILOE II
3=Embedded iLO


4=Embedded iLO2


5=Embedded Integrity MP


6=Embedded Integrity iLO


7=Embedded Integrity iLO2


See section 7.1.1
OtherControllerType HP_ManagementProcessor string


Describing text when ControllerType 
property is set to 1=Other


UniqueIdentifier HP_ManagementProcessor string
An identifier which uniquely distinguishes 
the management processor controller from 
any other MP hardware


IPAddress HP_ManagementProcessor string


The IP Address(es) of the management 
processor controller’s network interface 
controller (NIC).


See section 7.1.3


URL HP_ManagementProcessor string


The Uniform Resource Locator(s) of the 
management processor controller’s user 
interface.
See section 7.1.4


Dedicated CIM_ComputerSystem uint16
Value = 14,  ‘Management’


CreationClassName CIM_System Key


Name CIM_System Key


EnabledState CIM_EnabledLogicalElement uint16


The operating state of the MP:


2=Enabled


3=Disabled


OperationalStatus[] CIM_ManagedSystemElement uint16


[0] = Overall MP status:


0=Unknown


2=OK


3=Degraded


6=Error


Table 1 – Properties / Methods for HP_ManagementProcessor and parent classes
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Intrinsic methods for all the CIM classes supported by MP Instance Provider


This Table describes the intrinsic methods supported by this provider.  It has three columns.  The first is the method name, the second is a 
description of the provider’s actions based on invoking that method, and the third is a list of any exceptions that could result from invoking the 
method.  Each row describes a method.


Method Name Description Exceptions Thrown


enumerateInstances Returns all instances of class with values 
of supported properties. (See tables 
above.)


enumerateInstanceNames Returns object path of all instances of 
class.


getInstance Returns an instance that matches the keys 
with values of supported properties. (See 
table above.)


modifyInstance This operation is not supported by the MP
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


deleteInstance This operation is not supported by the MP
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


createInstance This operation is not supported by the MP
Instance Provider. This is indicated to the 
client, via exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


Indications generated by 
this Provider


This Provider does not generate any indications.


Links to more information


• WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.dmtf.org/education/cimtutorial.php


• System Fault Management Administrator’s Guide at: http://docs.hp.com/en/diag
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For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.


For the location of the nearest sales office, call:


United States: +1 800 637 7740


Canada: +1 905 206 4725


Japan: +81 3 3331 6111


Latin America: +1 305 267 4220


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9272 2895


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777


Europe/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP 
Channel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740).


Technical information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.


© Copyright Hewlett-Packard Company 2008








Enclosure Manager Instance Provider


Provider Overview


Description


Requirements


Supported Managed
Resources


The Enclosure Manager Instance Provider provides information related to Enclosure of the Blade system.


The Enclosure Manager Provider is a Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) Instance Provider 
that provides Enclosure information from HP Blade servers based on HP Integrity Servers, running HPUX.


The Enclosure Manager Provider allows any client, compliant with the CIM 2.7 or earlier Schema, to query 
for information about the managed blade system’s Enclosure details.


The Enclosure Manager Instance Provider implements Enclosure related CIM classes, proposed in the 
DMTF CIM schema. In addition to the properties that belong to the standard CIM classes, the Enclosure 
Manager Provider serves information that is specific to HP Blade Servers, by implementing HP-specific CIM 
classes, derived from the standard DMTF classes.


The following MOF class is handled by the Enclosure Manager Instance Provider:


•      HP_BladeEnclosureCS


HP_BladeEnclosureCS (subclass of CIM_ComputerSystem) contains Enclosure related information.


The MOF class mentioned above (i.e. all MOF classes prefixed with “HP_”) is HP-specific extensions to 
the CIM Schema, and is registered in the “root/cimv2” namespace.


For the MOF class mentioned above, the Enclosure Manager Instance Provider supports the 
following standard CIM Operations:


•      enumerateInstanceNames()


•      enumerateInstances()


•      getInstance()


The following CIM operations are not supported by the Enclosure Manager Instance Provider:


•      createInstance()


•      deleteInstance()


•      modifyInstance()


Enclosure Manager Instance Provider is not a CIM Method Provider, and does not support extrinsic 
method invocation on instances on any of the MOF classes mentioned above. The invocation of any 
of these methods will result in a CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED exception.


For the list of software requirements for using Enclosure Manager provider, see the SFM Release Notes at: 
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


This provider provides information related to the Blade Enclosure on the system.


Please note that the Enclosure Manager Instance Provider provides only the information about the above 
resources. It does not provide any management, diagnostic or configuration capabilities for the above 
resources.


Created on 8/13/2007 10:43:00 AM







Setting up this
Provider
Installing this Provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider.


Ensure that the appropriate version of HPWBEM services and OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in 
the requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”
(Detailed instructions for installation of the System Fault Management product are available in the System 
Fault Management Administrator's Guide, available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.)


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition 
and registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


• The provider library is libsfmproviders.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with all the 
other libraries it uses to implement the Enclosure Manager Instance provider. A symbolic link is 
made in /opt/wbem/providers/lib/libsfmproviders.sl to link to the libsfmproviders.1 library in 
/opt/sfm/lib/.  


 
• The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 


HP_BladeEnclosureCS.mof) will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will 
also include the provider registration file, namely HP_BladeEnclosureCSR.mof. Note: All the 
HP- specific MOF classes will be registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace.  


 
• The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the System 


Fault Management Product.  


 
• The /opt/sfm/msgcat/C directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported locales. (This 


is used for the localization of the message strings in Enclosure Manager Instance Provider).  


 
• The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of the 


Enclosure Manager Instance Provider.  


Configuring this Provider
Enclosure Manager Instance Provider uses a common configuration file along with Memory Instance 
Provider and EMSWrapper Indication Provider. So editing the configuration file will affect the other 
two providers as well. The configuration file can be found in –
/var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are 
as follows:


<SFMConfig> 
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity> <Target> 
/var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>


</LoggerConfig
> </SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging level 
and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL
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NOTE The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of log-messages. It is strongly advised 
not to use this severity level for a long time, for the generated log-files may use a lot of disk space. The 
default (and recommended) threshold in the runtime environment is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i) STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console. 
(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the path to the log file (target
specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", 
the path "/abc/def/" should already exist, and should be writeable by root-user.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command, to specify the changed configuration file. i.e.


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig -c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig command.


Using this Provider


Schema Supported by 
this Provider


Note:


The “Description” section explains in brief the different MOF classes supported by this Provider. The 
following tables list all the supported properties corresponding to these MOF classes, along with the 
properties inherited from the standard CIM MOF classes, as per CIM schema 2.7 or earlier specifications.


Note: All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the Enclosure manager 
Instance Provider. The few non-key properties not supported (currently) by the Enclosure manager Instance 
Provider are not listed below.


1. All key properties corresponding to the CIM classes are supported by the Enclosure manager Instance 
Provider. 


2. The non-key properties that are not supported by the Enclosure manager Instance Provider are not listed 
below. 
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Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value


OperationalStatus CIM_ManagedSystemElement uint16
[0]  =  Overall  MP  status:


0=Unknown
2=OK
3=Degraded


6=Critical


StatusDescriptions CIM_ManagedSystemElement String
- OnboardAdministrator  is  in  OK
state.
- OnboardAdministrator  is  in
Degraded  state.
- OnboardAdministrator  has
critical  errors.
- OnboardAdministrator  is  in
unknown  state.


ManagementIPAddress HP_BladeEnclosureCS String
IP  address  of  Enclosure
Manager.


ManagementMACAddress HP_BladeEnclosureCS String
MAC  address  of  Enclosure
Manager.


ManagementURL HP_BladeEnclosureCS string
The  Uniform  Resource  Locator  of
the  Enclosure  manager.


RackName HP_BladeEnclosureCS string
User  defined  rack  name  set
through  Onboard  Administrator.


RackUID HP_BladeEnclosureCS string
The  UID  assigned  for  the  Rack.


BladeName HP_BladeEnclosureCS String
This represents the Blade Name.


BladeBayNumber HP_BladeEnclosureCS String
Bay  number  to  which  the  Blade
is  associated/connected  to.


EnclosureName HP_BladeEnclosureCS String
Enclosure  name.
Example  :  OA–0016355E3003


EnclosureSerialNumber HP_BladeEnclosureCS String
Enclosure  Serial  Number.
Example  : 1Z34AB7580


EnclosureModel HP_BladeEnclosureCS String
Enclosure  Model  Description.
Example  :  BladeSystem  c7xxx
Enclosure


Name CIM_System String
CreationClassName CIM_EnabledLogicalElement String


MOF  Name-"HP_BladeEnclosureCS"
Table 1 – Properties / Methods for HP_BladeEnclosureCS and parent classes
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Table 2: Intrinsic methods for all the CIM classes supported by Enclosure Manager Instance Provider


This Table describes the intrinsic methods supported by this provider. It has three columns. The first is the method name, the second is a 
description of the provider’s actions based on invoking that method, and the third is a list of any exceptions that could result from invoking 
the method. Each row describes a method.


Method  Name Description Exceptions  Thrown


enumerateInstances Returns all  instances  of  class
with  values  of  supported
properties.  (See  tables
above.)


enumerateInstanceNames Returns object  path  of  all
instances  of  class.


getInstance Returns an  instance  that
matches the  keys  with  values
of  supported  properties.  (See
table  above.)


modifyInstance This  operation  is  not CIMNotSupportedException
supported  by  the  Enclosure
Manager Instance  Provider.
This  is indicated  to  the
client, via  exceptions.


deleteInstance This  operation  is  not CIMNotSupportedException
supported  by  the  Enclosure
Manager Instance  Provider.
This  is indicated  to  the
client, via  exceptions.


createInstance This  operation  is  not CIMNotSupportedException
supported  by  the  Enclosure
Manager Instance  Provider.
This  is indicated  to  the
client, via  exceptions.


Links to more information


WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/DMTF


System Fault Management Administrator’s Guide at: 
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag
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For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.


For the location of the nearest sales office, call:


United  States:  +1  800  637  7740


Canada:  +1  905  206 4725


Japan:  +81  3  3331  6111


Latin  America:  +1  305  267  4220


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9272 2895


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777


Europe/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP 
Channel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740).


Technical information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.


© Copyright Hewlett-Packard Company 2008
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Created on 7/20/2006 11:43:00 AM


Disk Provider


Provider Overview The disk provider reports information about direct attached storage drives (primarily hard disk drives) 
installed on a computer system.


Description Disk Provider is an instance provider that provides information related to hard disks on HP 9000 systems 
and Integrity servers. This provider is based on Web-based Enterprise Management (WBEM) standards, 
and is compliant with the Common Information Model (CIM) 2.8 schema, proposed by the Distributed 
Management Task Force (DMTF). 


Disk Provider allows any client compliant with the CIM 2.8 Schema, to query for information about the 
managed system’s disks.


Disk Provider implements the Disk-related CIM classes, proposed in the DMTF CIM 2.8 revision. In addition 
to the properties that belong to the standard CIM classes, Disk Provider serves information that is specific to 
HP Servers, by implementing HP-specific CIM classes, derived from the standard DMTF classes.


The following MOF classes are handled by Disk Provider:


o HP_DiskDrive


HP_DiskDrive (subclass of CIM_DiskDrive) represents “logical” information about the 
disks, including status, serial number, product id, etc.


o HP_DiskCollection


HP_DiskCollection represents the collection of HP_DiskDrive instances.


In addition, Disk Provider also implements association classes to associate the instances of the different 
CIM classes mentioned above. These include the following:


o HP_RealizesPCISlot (subclass of CIM_Realizes): This class identifies which logical disk 
(HP_DiskDrive) instance is associated to which Physical PCISlot (HPUX_PCIDevice) instance. 
HPUX_PCIDevice is obtained by an association with IO Tree Provider


o HP_MemberOfDiskCollection: This class represents the association between the collection 
class (HP_DiskCollection) and the disk instance (HP_DiskDive).


o HP_DiskGroupHostedCollection: This class represents the association between the computer 
system (CIM_ComputerSystem) and the collection class (HP_DiskCollection).


The MOF classes mentioned above (i.e. all MOF classes prefixed with “HP_”) are HP-specific 
extensions to the CIM Schema, and are registered in the “root/cimv2” namespace.


The following example illustrates the relationship between the MOF classes mentioned above. On an 
HP Server containing two SCSI Hard Disks, the CIM Instances returned by Disk Provider are as follows:


o 2 instances of HP_DiskDrive (one for each of disks visible to the running HPUX kernel).


o 2 instances of HP_RealizesPCISlot (each one associating one of the 2 HP_DiskDrive 
instances with the single HPUX_PCIDevice instance).


o 1 instance of HP_DiskCollection.


o 2 instances of HP_MemberOfDiskCollection (1 for each association between the collection 
class and HP_DiskDrive instances).


o 1 instance of HP_DiskGroupHostedCollection.


For all the MOF classes mentioned above, Disk Provider supports the following standard CIM 
Operations:


o enumerateInstanceNames()
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o enumerateInstances()


o getInstance()


The following CIM operations are not supported by Disk Provider:


o createInstance()


o deleteInstance()


o modifyInstance()


Disk Provider is not a CIM Method Provider, and does not support extrinsic method invocation on 
instances on any of the MOF classes mentioned above. The invocation of any of these methods will 
result in a CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED exception.


Requirements HP-UX 11i v3 February 2007
SysMgmtWeb version A.2.2.5 (HP-UX Web Based System Management User Interface)


OpenSSL A.00.09.07e.012 or later


WBEMServices A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product 


OnlineDiag B.11.31.03.yy 


Note:


SysMgmtWeb is optional. However, you will not be able to access EVWEB GUI if SysMgmtWeb is not 
installed on the system. 


All the prerequisites are available on the OE media. You can select the SFM dependencies from the OE 
media while installing the SFM 


software as a standalone component 
The OnlineDiag bundle is always installed with the OE media. 
The A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product is compatible only with the A.04.00.xx version of SFM. It is 
not compatible with the 


A.01.00.01 or A.03.00.xx version of SFM. 


HP recommends that you install HP Systems Insight Manager (HP SIM) version 5.0.01 to remotely administer 
indications and instances. 


Release History Starting from December 2006, Disk Provider is available in the SysFaultMgmt bundle.


Supported Managed 
Resources


This provider provides information about system disks.


Note that Disk Provider provides only the information about the above resources. It does not provide any 
management, diagnostic or configuration capabilities for the above resources.


For a list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at,   http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


Setting Up this 
Provider


The installation scripts do all the necessary setup. No special setup is required.


Installing this Provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider. 


Ensure that the appropriate version of HPWBEM services and OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in the 
requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “Swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”.              
For complete instructions on how to install the SysFaultMgmt bundle, see the System Fault Management 
Administrator’s Guide at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


• The provider library is libsfmproviders.1. This is available in /opt/sfm/lib/, along with all the 
other libraries it uses to implement Disk provider. A symbolic link is made in 
/opt/wbem/providers/lib/libsfmprovider.sl to link to the libsfmprovider.1 library in 
/opt/sfm/lib/.


• The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 
HP_DiskDrive.mof) will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will also include 
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the provider registration files, namely SFMProvidersHPOnlyIaR.mof , SFMProvidersHPOnlyR.mof 
and SFMProvidersCommonR.mof. Note: All the HP-specific MOF classes will be registered under 
the “root/cimv2” namespace.


• The /opt/sfm/bin/ directory will contain the binary executable files that are used by Disk
Provider. This includes the “sfmconfig” utility that is used for sending notifications to Disk
Provider (e.g. on updation to the configuration file).


• The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the System Fault
Management Product.


• The /opt/sfm/msgcat/C directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported locales. 
(This is used for the localization of the message strings in Disk Provider).


• The /var/opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of Disk
Provider.


Configuring this Provider Disk Provider uses a common configuration file along with CPU Provider, Memory Instance Provider, 
Environmental Instance Provider and EMSWrapper Indication Provider. So editing the configuration file 
will affect the other three providers as well. The configuration file can be found in –
/var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are 
as follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity>
<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>


 <FileSize> 20480 </FileSize>
<NBackupFiles> 3 </NBackupFiles>


</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging 
level and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL


MILESTONE


   STOPLOGGING


NOTE: The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of log messages. It is strongly advised 
not to use this severity level for a long time, for the generated log-files may use a lot of disk space. The 
default (and recommended) threshold in the runtime environment is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i) STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the path to the log file (target 
specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the 
path "/abc/def/" should already exist, and the super usershould have the write permission to it.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command to specify the changed configuration file. i.e.


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig -c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig command


Using this Provider Any HP WBEM services A.2.05 compliant client will be able to use the MOF classes supported by the 
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provider.


Schema Supported by 
this Provider


Disk provider supports the CIM_DiskDrive MOF class defined by the DMTF organization.


The “Description” section explains in brief the different MOF classes supported by Disk Provider. The 
following tables list all the supported properties corresponding to these MOF classes, along with the 
properties inherited from the standard CIM MOF classes, as per CIM 2.8 schema specifications.


Note: Disk Provider supports all key properties corresponding to the CIM classes. The few non-key 
properties not supported (currently) by Disk Provider are not listed below.


Note: 


The Disk Instance Provider supports all key properties that correspond to the CIM classes. 


All non-key properties that are not supported by the Disk Instance Provider are also listed below with comment “Not Supported”.


Table 1: HP_DiskDrive Properties (Disk Information):
Table 1 describes the properties of the HP_DiskDrive CIM classes.  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), 
the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data 
source.  Each row describes a property.  


Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value 


string Caption Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This value is always returned as “SCSI Disk”.


string Description Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This string is set to “This is a SCSI Hard Disk, with the 
following details: ”, followed by details for the disk,


1. Hardware Path


2. Product ID


3. Serial Number


string ElementName Inherited from CIM_ManagedElement This string is set to “Hard disk”. 


String Name Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This string is set to “Hard Disk”.


string status Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


Not Supported


datetime InstallDate Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


Not Supported


uint16 OperationalStatus [] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


The Value-Map associated with this property (as per the 
CIM 2.8 Schema Specification) is as follows:


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error",  "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service",  "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted",  "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"}


string StatusDescriptions[] Inherited from 
CIM_ManagedSystemElement


This contains string descriptions for the status values 
returned in the Operational Status array described 
above. Each value in the StatusDescriptions array 
corresponds to the (localized) verbose status description 
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for the value at the same index in the OperationalStatus 
array.


The Strings describing some of the possible values in the 
OperationalStatus Array are as follows:


1. The Description string corresponding to a 
value of “2” in the OperationalStatus array is: 
“Disk is OK”.


2. The Description string corresponding to a 
value of “6” in the OperationalStatus array is: 
“Disk is in Error”.


uint16 EnabledState CIM_EnabledLogicalElement Not Supported


string OtherEnabledState CIM_EnabledLogicalElement Not Supported


uint16 RequestedState CIM_EnabledLogicalElement Not Supported


uint16 EnabledDefault CIM_EnabledLogicalElement Not Supported


string SystemCreationClassName 
[Key]


Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Fixed string “CIM_ComputerSystem”


string SystemName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice The host name of the server.


string CreationClassName [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice This is set to the name of the instantiated sub-class, i.e. 
“HP_DiskDrive”.


string DeviceID  [Key] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice This string is set to the hardware path of the Disk


string OtherIdentifyingInfo[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice This contains the information, which can be used to 
identify a disk. Values filled in will be Serial Number, 
ProductID, Vendor ID and Firmware Revision in the same 
order


string IdentifyingDescriptions[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice An array of free form strings providing explanations and 
details behind the entries in the OtherIdentifyingInfo 
array. The values will correspond to the values filled in 
OtherIdentifyingInfo array.


Boolean PowerManagementSupported Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint16 PowerManagementCapabilities[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint16 Availability Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice NotSupported


uint16 StatusInfo Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice NotSupported


uint32 LastErrorCode Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice NotSupported


string ErrorDescription Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice NotSupported


Boolean ErrorCleared Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 PowerOnHours Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 TotalPowerOnHours Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported
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uint16 AdditionalAvailability[] Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint64 MaxQuiesceTime Inherited from CIM_LogicalDevice Not Supported


uint16 Capabilities[] Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


string CapabilityDescriptions[] Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


string ErrorMethodology Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


string CompressionMethod Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint32 NumberOfMediaSupported Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 MaxMediaSize Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice This gives the maximum size of the disk in kBytes


uint64 DefaultBlockSize Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice The size of each block of the media


uint64 MaxBlockSize Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 MinBlockSize Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


boolean NeedsCleaning Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


boolean MediaIsLocked Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint16 Security Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


datetime LastCleaned Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 MaxAccessTime Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint32 UncompressedDataRate Inherited from CIM_MediaAccesDevice Not Supported


uint64 LoadTime Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 UnloadTime Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 MountCount Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


datetime TimeOfLastMount Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 TotalMountTime Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


string UnitsDescription Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 MaxUnitsBeforeCleaning Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


uint64 UnitsUsed Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


string HardwarePath Inherited from HP_DiskDrive This is the hardware path of the disk. 


string SerialNumber Inherited from HP_DiskDrive This property identifies a unique Serial Number for a 
disk instance


string ProductID Inherited from HP_DiskDrive This property identifies the product identifier for a disk 
instance
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string VendorID Inherited from HP_DiskDrive This property identifies the vendor identifier for a disk 
instance


string FirwmareRevision Inherited from HP_DiskDrive This property identifies the firmware revision for the disk


LegacyHardwarePath Inherited from HP_DiskDrive Legacy hardware path to identify the Disk.


String AgileHardwarePath Inherited from HP_DiskDrive Agile hardware path to identify the Disk


DiskFWRevision Inherited from HP_DiskDrive Firmware Revision of the Disk


SMARTEnabled Inherited from HP_DiskDrive S.M.A.R.T status of the Disk


Capacity Inherited from HP_DiskDrive The size of the Disk in GBytes


HealthState Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


TimeOfLastStateChange Inherited from CIM_MediaAccessDevice Not Supported


Table 2: HP_RealizesPCISlot properties


Table 2 describes the properties of the HP_RealizesPCISlot association class (associating HP_DiskDrive and HPUX_PCIDrive).  It has three columns.  
The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the 
property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value 


HPUX_PCIDrive ref Antecedent Property of HP_RealizesPCISlot Object path of the HPUX_PCIDrive Instance.


HP_DiskDrive ref Dependent Property of HP_RealizesPCISlot Object path of the DiskDrive Instance.


Table 3: HP_DiskCollection  properties


Table 3 describes the properties of the HP_DiskCollection. It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the 
second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data 
source.  Each row describes a property..


Property Name Property Inheritance Property Value 
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String InstanceID (Key) Inherited from 
CIM_SystemSpecificCollection


Hewlett-
Packard:diags.sfm:<CreationClassName>:<LocalID>


CreationClassName reflects the collection class name. 
LocalID is always 0, as we are creating only 1 instance 
of collection class.


String Caption Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


“HP_DiskCollection”


Uint16[] GroupOperationalStatus Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


ValueMap {"0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", 
"9", "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15", "16", "17"},


Values {"Unknown", "Other", "OK", "Degraded", 
"Stressed", "Predictive Failure", "Error", "Non-
Recoverable Error", "Starting", "Stopping", "Stopped", 
"In Service", "No Contact", "Lost Communication", 
"Aborted", "Dormant", "Supporting Entity in Error", 
"Completed"},


This property reflects the overall status of the subsystem. 
Any device failure is reflected in the overall status.


String[] GroupStatusDescriptions Inherited from 
HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollection


Some of the possible values are 


"All member devices are OK."


"At least one member device is Degraded."


"At least one member device is Stressed." 


Table 4: HP_MemberOfDiskCollection properties.


Table 4 describes the properties of the HP_MemberOfDiskCollection association class (associating HP_DiskCollection & HP_DiskDrive).  It has 
three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance (indicating which class or superclass 
defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_DiskCollection ref Collection Property of CIM_MemberOfCollection Object path of the HP_DiskCollection Instance.


HP_DiskDrive ref Member Property of CIM_MemberOfCollection Object path of the HP_DiskDrive Instance.


Table 5: HP_DiskGroupHostedCollection  properties


Table 5 describes the properties of the HP_DiskGroupHostedCollection association class (associating CIM_ComputerSystem and 
HP_DiskCollection).  It has three columns.  The first is the property name (including type and units), the second is the property inheritance 
(indicating which class or superclass defines the property), and the third is the property’s value and data source.  Each row describes a property.


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


CIM_ComputerSystem ref 
Antecedent


Property of HP_GroupHostedCollection Object path of the CIM_ComputerSystem


HP_GroupSystemSpecificCollectio
n ref Dependent


Property of HP_GroupHostedCollection Object path of the HP_DiskCollection Instance.
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Table 6: Intrinsic methods for all the CIM classes supported by Disk Provider


Table 6 describes the intrinsic methods supported by this provider. It has three columns.  The first is the method name, the second is a description 
of the provider’s actions based on invoking that method, and the third is a list of any exceptions that could result from invoking the method.  Each 
row describes a method.


Method Name Description Exceptions Thrown


enumerateInstances Returns all instances of class with values of 
supported properties. (See tables above.)


enumerateInstanceNames Returns object path of all instances of class.


getInstance Returns an instance that matches the keys 
with values of supported properties. (See 
tables above.)


modifyInstance This operation is not supported by Disk
Provider. This is indicated to the client, via 
exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


deleteInstance This operation is not supported by Disk
Provider. This is indicated to the client, via 
exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


createInstance This operation is not supported by Disk
Provider. This is indicated to the client, via 
exceptions.


CIMNotSupportedException


Indications generated by 
this Provider


This Provider does not currently generate any indications.


For more information


• WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/CIM/


• For more information on SFM, see System Fault Management Administrator’s Guide at
 http://docs.hp.com/en/diag
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For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.


For the location of the nearest sales office, call:


United States: +1 800 637 7740


Canada: +1 905 206 4725


Japan: +81 3 3331 6111


Latin America: +1 305 267 4220


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9272 2895


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777


Europe/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP 
Channel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740).


Technical information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.


© Copyright Hewlett-Packard Company 2008
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  SFM Indication Provider 


Provider Overview  n provider delivers events generated by native Web Based 


Description   
cribe for, and indication consumers to receive indications that are generated by native 


Common Information Model (CIM) indicatio
Enterprise Management (WBEM) monitors. 


SFM Indication Provider is a CIM indication provider. SFM Indication Provider for WBEM provider enables
CIM clients to subs
WBEM monitors. 
When any event is generated by the native monitors, the SFM Indication Provider constructs an indication 
class from the data received in the event and delivers it as an indication through the Common Information 


vider generates indications for events generated by the following native WBEM 
dication Providers.  


• Core Hardware (CoreHardwareIndicationProviderIA) 


ers) 


• Core Hardware (CoreHardwareIndicationProviderIA) 


Requirements  The Provider requires  HPUX WBEM Services version A.02.00.09 or later. 


Re


Model Object Manager (CIMOM).  
The SFM Indication Pro
In
 
For Itanium Processor Family servers 


• CMC (CMC_IndicationProviderIA) 
• Memory (MemoryIndicationProviderIA) 
• Chassis Code (CPE_IndicationProviderIA) 
• Forward Progress Log  (FPL_IndicationProvider) 


 
For PA Processor Family servers (only on IPMI enabled serv


• Forward Progress Log  (FPL_IndicationProvider) 


 
This provider generates indications of type HP_DeviceIndication.


lease history 
 


June 2006 release is the first release of this provider.


Supported managed 
esources  


ationProviderIA 
and CPE_IndicationProviderIA, FPL_IndicationProvider, CoreHardwareIndicationProviderIA 
Provides Indications by processing the events from CMC_IndicationProviderIA, MemoryIndic


r


 
Setting up this  The installation scripts do all the necessary setup. No special setup is required. 


Insta


provider 
lling this provider   will set up this provider. 


ncludes: 


ion and 


of, SFMProvidersHPOnlyIaR.mof and  


nd is the target of the 


pt/sfm/msgcat/C/. 


The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt


Ensure HPWBEM services V A.02.00.09  


Use swinstall to install the product: “Swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt” 


The SFM Indication Provider is contained within the bundle chosen above as a product which i


• Schema MOF files:  MOF classes HP_AlertIndication, HP_HardWareIndicat
HP_DeviceIndication in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof/HP_DeviceIndication.mof 


• Provider registration MOF file: SFMProvidersCommonR.m
SFMProvidersHPOnlyR.mof in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof/. 


• Provider module shared library: libsfmproviders.1 in /opt/sfm/lib, a
symbolic link – also a delivered file; in /opt/wbem/providers/lib. 


• Provider catalog: SFMIndicationProvider.cat in /o
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ed to support the “root/cimv2” namespace as an indication provider.


se the event thresholds 
 files. 


• Provider configuration file FMLoggerConfig.xml 


• The SFM Provider is register


The thresholds for generating events are configurable for each client. All clients u
specified in the throttling config


For more information see the System Fault Management Administration guide at 
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag 


NOTE: SFM Indication Provider is one of the providers under SFMProviderModule. 


Configuring this provider 
 


ging along with other SFM providers. So 


erConfig.xml can be found in /var/opt/sfm/conf/. 


s the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are as 


wed 
1 GB)  --> 


ckupFiles> <!-- Number of files to roll over. Min allowed value 1, Max 
 --> 


nfig> 


ge the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed: 


l to change the threshold logging level 


e (in increasing severity) 


 


enerate a lot of information. It is advisable not to use it 
. The best threshold in the running environment will be 


RROR. T  default l


Target


m file size defined by “FileSize”  
e 


efines ho


h to the log file (target 


/def/" should already exist, and should be writeable by root-user. 


SFM Indication Provider uses a common configuration file for log
editing the configuration file will affect the other two providers as well. The configuration file 
FMLoggg


The file specifie
follows: 
 
<SFMConfig> 
    <LoggerConfig> 
        <Severity> WARNING </Severity> <!-- Possible Values are INFORMATIONAL, WARNING, ERROR, 
CRITICAL, STOPLOGGING --> 
        <Target> /opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target> 
        <FileSize> 20480 </FileSize> <!-- sets the max. file size in KB. Min allowed value 2KB, Max allo
value , 1048576 KB (


iles> 3 </NBa        <NBackupF
lowed value 10al


    </LoggerCo
</SFMConfig> 
 


In order to chan


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xm
and/or target. 
 a) Threshold: Possible values ar


  INFORMATIONAL


  WARNING 


  ERROR 


  CRITICAL 


Note: The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will g
for a long time as it may use a lot of disk space
E he ogging level is WARNING. 


 b) : Possible values include: 


  (i) STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console. 


  (ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written 


                c) FileSize: This field defines the maximum size of the logging file to the logging subsystem. 


            d) NBackupFiles: When the logging file reaches the maximu
tag, the logging subsystem takes the backup of the current log file and then truncates it. This variabl
d w many backup files will be preserved by logging subsystem. 


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command, to specify the changed configuration file. For example 


 $ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig –c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml 
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig command. 


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the pat
specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the 
path "/abc


Using this provider  Any HP WBEM services 2.00.09 compliant client will be able to use the MOF classes supported by the 
provider.  


Schema supported by 
this provider  


Clients are ex


This Provider services HP_DeviceIndication and is compliant with CIMSchema V2.7.2 Table 1 shows the 
properties of HP_DeviceIndication that are supported by the provider. 


pected to subscribe to this provider using a CIMClient and also write an appropriate WBEM 
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M Indication Provider. 


 
 


d base classes’ sup  properties. (Properties that are not suppor


consumer to consume the indications generated by SF
 


 
 
Methods given by this provider  This Provider currently does not provide any method.


ications generated by this 
vider. 


 HP_DeviceIndication.


 
Ind
pro


  


 


Table 1: HP_DeviceIndication an ported ted are not mentioned.) 


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source) 


String IndicationIdentifier Inherited from 


CIM_Indication 


A unique identifier for the Indication similar to a key 
value in that it can be used for identification of the 
indication. 


String[] CorrelatedIndications Inherited from 


CIM_Indication  


A list of IndicationIdentifiers whose notifications are 
correlated with (related to) this one. 


Datetime IndicationTime dication.Inherited from 


CIM_Indication  


The time and date of creation of the In


String Description  Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


A short description of the Indication.  


String AlertingManagedElement Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication  


) 
generated.  


d using the physical location of the 


t 


ng Managed 
ysical location 


of the DIMM. 


The identifying information of the entity (ie, the instance
for which this Indication is 


1. For cpu monitor the Alerting Managed Element 
is forme
processor chip. 


2. For cpe monitor the Alerting Managed Elemen
is null. 


3. For memory monitor the Alerti
Element is formed using the ph


Uint16 AlertType Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


ion. 


ns Alert 


 


nge 


8 - Security Alert 


Primary classification of the Indicat


1 - Other 


2 - Communicatio


3 - Quality of Service Alert


4 - Processing Error 


5 - Device Alert 


6 - Environmental Alert 


7 - Model Cha


Indications from SFM Indication Provider belong to 
Device Alert. 


String OtherAlertType Inherited from A string describing the Alert type - used when the 
AlertType property is set to 1(Other). This property is set 
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CIM_AlertIndication to false.


Uint16 PerceivedSeverity Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


An enumerated value that describes the severity of the 
tifier's point of view. 


tion 


d/Warning 


5 - Major 


7 - Fatal/NonRecoverable 


AlertIndication from the no


0 - Unknown 


1 - Other 


2 - Informa


3 - Degrade


4 - Minor 


6 - Critical 


String OtherSeverity Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


Holds the value of the user defined severity value when 
"PerceivedSeverity" is 1(Other).  


Uint16 ProbableCause Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


An enumerated value that describes the probab
of the situation w


le cause 
hich resulted in the AlertIndication. 


String ProbableCauseDescription 
e. 


Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


Provides additional information related to the 
ProbableCaus


Uint16 Trending Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


 on trending. 


2 - Trending down 


This is set to False in SFM Indication Provider. 


Provides information


0 - Unknown 


1 - Trending Up 


3 - No change 


String[] RecommendedActions Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


Free form descriptions of the recommended actions to 
take to resolve the cause of the notification.  


String EventID Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


An instrumentation or provider specific value that
describes t


 
he underlying "real-world" event represented 


by the Indication.  


Datetime EventTime Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


The time and date the underlying event was first 
detected. 


String SystemCreationClassName 
ing this Indication. This is set to 


“CIM_ComputerSystem” 


Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


The scoping System's CreationClassName for the 
Provider generat


String SystemName Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


The scoping System's Name for the Provider generating 
this Indication. 


String ProviderName Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


ndication. This 
wing values: 


rIA 


The name of the Provider generating this I
property can have on of the follo
1. CMC_IndicationProvide


2. CPE_IndicationProviderIA 
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3. MemoryIndicationProviderIA 


4. FPL_IndicationProvider 


5. CoreHardwareIndicationProviderIA 


String Summary Inherited from 


ion HP_AlertIndicat


Short description of the reason for the indication.


String[] RelatedIndications Inherited from 


ion 


ndicationIdentifiers whose notifications are 
caused by this one. This indication is the root-cause of 


HP_AlertIndicat


The list of I


the indications in this list. This is set to False currently. 


String[] RootCauseIndications 


HP_AlertIndication 


cations are 
 of this indication. This is set to False 


Inherited from The list of IndicationIndentifers whose notifi
the root-cause
currently. 


Uint32 EventCategory Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


e event. This is a value map which is 
e used by the consumer to group events. 


follows: 


3 - Memory 


4 - System Hardware 


Category for th
intended to b
Some of the values for this are as 
0 - Unknown 


1 - Other 


2 - Processor 


And so on. 


String OtherEventCategory Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


A string defining other values for “EventCategory”.


Uint32 EventSubCategory Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


ry for the event. This sub-category is intended 
sumer in conjunction with 


to provide additional granularity to 
me of the values for this are as follows: 


3 - data cache 


4 - level 2 cache 


Sub-catego
to be used by the con
“EventCategory” 
group events. So


0 - Unknown 


1 - Other 


2 - instruction cache 


And so on. 


String OtherEventSubCategory Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


A string defining other values for “EventSubCategory”.


Uint32 EventThreshold 


HP_AlertIndication 


Inherited from Identifies the number of indications that need to occur as 
part of the internal provider throttling configured for this 
event. The value for this is got from throttling config 
applicable for the event. 


Uint32 EventTimeWindow Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


Identifies the time window during which 
"EventThreshold" events need to occur as part of the 
internal provider throttling configured for this event. Time 
is in minutes. 0 means any amount of time. The value for 
this is got from throttling config applicable for the event. 


Uint32 ActualEventThreshold Inherited from Identifies the number of indications that have occurred to 
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HP_AlertIndication meet the internal provider throttling configured for this 
event. The value for this is got from throttling config 
applicable for the event. 


Uint32 ActualEventTimeWindow Inherited from 


n 


Identifies the time window during which the       
he 


r this event. Time 
is in minutes. 0 means any amount of time. 


HP_AlertIndicatio
"ActualEventThreshold" events have occurred to meet t
internal provider throttling configured fo


String Query Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


The query expression that defines the condition(s) that 
was met by this Indication. This is set to false currently. 


Boolean ClusterWideEvent 
e currently. 


Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


Indicates whether this event is of interest to all cluster 
members. This is set to fals


String ProviderVersion Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


n.The version of the provider generating this indicatio
Same as the bundle version of SysFaultMgmt. 


String InformationURL Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


rdware/


URL where the user should go for the latest information 
related to this indication. 


1. For cpu monitor the url is 
http://docs.hp.com/hpux/content/ha
ems/cmc_em.htm . This url lists
events, which has a one-to-one mapping to the 
events generated by the cpu monitor. 


2. For cpe monitor the url is 


 the EMS 


re/http://docs.hp.com/hpux/content/hardwa
ems/cpe_em.htm . This url lists
events, which has a one-to-one mapping to the 
events generated by the cpe monitor. 


3. For memory monitor the url is 


 the EMS 


p.com/hpux/content/hardware/http://docs.h
ems/memory_ia64.htm. This url lists the 
events, which has a one-to-one mapping to the
events generated by the memory monitor. 


4. For fpl monitor the url is 


 


_em.htmhttp://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/fpl  
. This url lists the events, which has a one-to-
one mapping to the events generated by the 
fpl monitor. 


5. For ia64_core hardware monitor, the url is 
http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/ia64_core
hw.htm . This url lists the events, which has a 
one-to-one mapping to the events generated 
by the ia64_core hardware monitor. 


 


String[] ActionURLs 


ion 


URLs where the user should go to launch tool that will 
provide information functionality that will allow the user 


array, then next most likely, and so on. 


Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndicat to perform the recommended action for this indication. 
The tool most likely to help should be listed first in the 


String[] ActionURLDescriptions Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


Description of the URLs listed in the ActionURL.


Uint16 OSType Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


The type of OS on the system generating the indica
as a value-map. The value f


tion 
or this property is 8 (HP-UX). 



http://docs.hp.com/hpux/content/hardware/ems/cpe_em.htm

http://docs.hp.com/hpux/content/hardware/ems/memory_ia64.htm

http://docs.hp.com/hpux/content/hardware/ems/memory_ia64.htm

http://docs.hp.com/hpux/content/hardware/ems/memory_ia64.htm

http://docs.hp.com/hpux/content/hardware/ems/memory_ia64.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/fpl_em.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/fpl_em.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/fpl_em.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/fpl_em.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/ia64_corehw.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/ia64_corehw.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/ia64_corehw.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/ia64_corehw.htm
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String OSVersion 


HP_AlertIndication 


S on the system generating the 
indication. 


Inherited from Version of the O


String[] NetworkAddresses 


HP_AlertIndication 


Inherited from Array of ALL the network addresses of the system 
generating the indication. 


String SystemFirmwareVersion Inherited 


HP_AlertIndication 


from Array of versions of firmware on the system generating 
the indication. 


String SystemSerialNumber 


HP_AlertIndication 


ating the indication. Inherited from Serial number of the system gener


String SystemModel 


HP_AlertIndication 


Inherited from Model of the system generating the indication. 


String UserComment Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


User comment information associated with the indication 
This is set to false currently. 


String[] VariableNames Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


Array of variable names for information that is 


ames are 


ther arrays that are 


ing names are filled up in 


er of errors on the 


verted to string ) 


t 


calLocation’n’ , n ranges from 0 – 
hysical location 


panionLids – number of 
. ( int converted to string ) 


or Double Bit Errors,        
additional fields of type string are filled for specifying the 
properties of the second DIMM. The names of the 


names are filled up in 


associated with this indication, but cannot be described 
by the other properties of the indication. The n
correlated with the variable’s types and values in the 
"VariableTypes" and "VariableValues" arrays. Each 
entry is related to the entries in the o
located at the same index. 


1. For cpu monitor the follow
the variableNames array. 


• Number_Of_Errors  - Numb
processor( Int converted to string. ) 


• Time_Window – The time window in minutes. 
( Int con


• LID – Lid of the processor in error. ( Uint64_
converted to string ) 


• CompanionLid’n’, n ranges from 0 - 
NumberOfCompanionLids 


• Physi
NumberOfCompanionLids. ( p
string ) 


• NumberOfCom
companion cores


For Memory Monitor and f


variables are  


1) PhysicalLocation1  


2) PartNumber1 


3) SerialNumber1 


4) Manufacturer1 


 


2. For FPL Monitor the following 
the variableNames array. 


• IPMI Event Hex 
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• Timestamp 


• Event Keyword 


• Alert Level Name 


eld 


ty ID 


y Full Name 


ent ID 


following names 
ames array. 


 


 


• Sensor Class 


• Offset 


• Entity Id 


Generic Message 


• Entity FRU Info 


 Timestamp 


• Reporting Version 


• Data Field Type Name 


• Decoded Data Fi


• Reporting Enti


• Reporting Entit


• IPMI Ev


 


3. For Core Hardware monitor, the 
are filled up for the variableN


• Sensor Number


• Sensor Type


• Event Type 


• 


•


 


Uint16[] VariableTypes Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


Array of variable types defined as an enumerated value.


e 


9 - sint32 


12 - real64 


u monitor all values are of type string. 


1 - string 


2 - datetim


3 - uint8 


4 - uint16 


5 - uint32 


6 - uint64 


7 - sint8 


8 - sint16 


10 - sint64 


11 - real32 


13 - char16 


14 – Boolean 


1. For cp


String[] VariableValues Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication 


Array of variable values to be used in conju
"VariableTypes" and "VariableNames" to reconstruct t
information 


nction with 
he 


Uint16 AlertingElementFormat Inherited from The format of the AlertingManaged
inter


Element property is 
pretable based upon the value of this property. 
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HP_AlertIndication 0 – Unknown


2 – CIMObjectPath 


This property is has the value 2 as 
n 


1 – Other 


AlertingManagedElement reported by SFM Indicatio
Provider is a CIMObjectPath. 


String OtherAlertingElementFormat Inherited from 


ion HP_AlertIndicat


A string defining other values for 
e "AlertingElementFormat". This property is set to fals


currently. 


String HWPartNumber Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication 


Part number for the hardware generating the indication.


String[] HWFirmwareVersion Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication 


Array of versions of firmware for the hardware 
associated with the indication. 


String HWManufacturer Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication 


Manufacturer of the hardware associated with t
indication. 


he 


String[] HWLogicalLocation 


HP_HardwareIndication 


Inherited from Array of ALL the logical locations of the hardware 
associated with the indication. 


String HWPhysicalLocation Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication 


iated with the 
indication. 
Physical location of the hardware assoc


String[] HWSerialNumber Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication 


Array of all the serial numbers of the hardware 
associated with the indication. 


String DeviceModel HP_DeviceIndication Model of the device generating the indication.


String[] DeviceControllerLogicalLocation HP_DeviceIndication Array of ALL the logical locations of the controller of the 
ociated with the indication. device ass


String DevicePermanentName HP_DeviceIndication unique, name of the device, 
 parameter. The name string is 


entNameFormat 


The permanent, system 
encoded as a string
formatted per the DevicePerman
property. 


Uint16 DevicePermanentNameFormat 
         


n 


1 - Other 


2 - WorldWideName 


3 – MACAddress 


This property is set to value 2. 


HP_DeviceIndication The format of the DevicePermanentName property is 
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For more information refer to the following: 
 
• WBEM information 


o For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/CIM/. 
o For information about HP WBEM Services for HP-UX, see http://software.hp.com and http://www.hp.com in Network and Systems 


o For an overview of the indication schema go to http://www.openpegasus.org/uploads/40/3452/WBEMIndications.pdf
Management. 


 
ication consumers go to http://www.openpegasus.org/pp/doc.tpl?CALLER=index.tpl&gdid=3550o For writing ind  


r writing Java clients go to http://www.openpegasus.org/pp/doc.tpl?CALLER=index.tpl&gdid=3314o Fo  
 For information see System Fault Management Administrator’s guide available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diago  


• See event listings for supported native WBEM monitors under  
o CMC_IndicationProviderIA: http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/cmc_em.htm


 
• Managed resource documentation 


 
o MemoryIndicationProviderIA: http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/memory_ia64.htm 
o CPE_IndicationProviderIA: http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/cpe_em.htm 
o FPL_IndicationProvider: http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/fpl_em.htm 
o CoreHardwareIndicationProviderIA: http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/ia64_corehw.htm 


 
• Client information 


None. 
 
• Support contacts 


The SFM Indication Provider is supported as part of HP-UX SFM



http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/cpe_em.htm

http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/fpl_em.htm
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ion on HP products and services, visit us at 
tp://www.hp.com.


 
For additional informat
ht  


ce, call: 


 


 


272 2895 


urope/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11 


es offices or HP 
nel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740). 


 


  


 


 


 


 


For the location of the nearest sales offi


United States: +1 800 637 7740


Canada: +1 905 206 4725


Japan: +81 3 3331 6111 


Latin America: +1 305 267 4220 


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777 


E


 


 


 


 


 


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sal
Chan
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		For more information refer to the following:






EMS Wrapper Provider 


Provider Overview Common Information Model (CIM) indication provider for wrapping events generated by EMS Hardware 
Monitors


Description EMS Wrapper Provider is a CIM Indication Provider. EMS wrapper for WBEM provider enables CIM clients 
to subscribe for, and indication consumers to receive indications, which wrap events that are generated by 
EMS Hardware monitors.
When any EMS event is generated, the EMS Wrapper Provider constructs an indication class from the data 
received in the EMS event and delivers it as an indication through the Common Information Model Object 
Manager (CIMOM). 
The EMS Wrapper Provider generates indications for events generated by the following monitors. 


For HP 9000 systems
• LPMC (lpmc_em)
• Memory (dm_memory)
• Core HW (dm_Core_hw and ia64_core_hw)
• Chassis Code (dm_chassis)
• disk_em (disk_em)
• fpl_em (fpl_em)


For Itanium Processor Family servers
• CMC (cmc_em)
• Memory (memory_ia64)
• Core HW (ia64_corehw)
• Chassis Code (cpe_em)
• disk_em (disk_em )
• fpl_em (fpl_em)


This provider generates indications of type HP_DeviceIndication.
Requirements The Provider requires 


1. HPUX WBEM Services version A.02.07 or later.


2. Online Diag B.11.31.03.YY


Release history Starting with the March 2006 release, System Fault Management (SFM) will be available as part of the OE 
media.


Supported managed 
resources


Managed systems running Event Monitoring Service.


For a list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at,   http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


Setting up this 
Provider


The installation scripts do all the necessary setup. No special setup is required.


Installing this Provider The installation of the bundle SysFaultMgmt will set up this provider. 


Ensure HPWBEM services, OnlineDiag are installed as mentioned in the requirements section.


Use swinstall to install the product: “Swinstall –s Fully_Qualified_Depot_Name SysFaultMgmt”


(Detailed instructions for installation of the System Fault Management product are available in the System 
Fault Management Administrator's Guide, available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.)
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The EMSWrapper Provider is contained within the bundle chosen above as a product which includes:


• Schema MOF files:  MOF classes HP_AlertIndication, HP_HardWareIndication and 
HP_DeviceIndication in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof/HP_DeviceIndication.mof


• Provider registration MOF file: SFMProviderR.mof in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof/.


• Provider module shared library: libsfmproviders.1 in /opt/sfm/lib, and is the target of the 
symbolic link – also a delivered file; in /opt/wbem/providers/lib.


• Provider catalog: EMSWrapper.cat in /opt/sfm/msg/C/.


• Provider configuration file FMLoggerConfig.xml 


• The SFM Provider is registered to support the “root/cimv2” namespace as an indication provider.


• Monitor Client Configuration File  for EMS to WBEM Wrapper Provider (.clcfg)


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_disk_em.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_dm_chassis.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_dm_core_hw.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_dm_memory.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_lpmc_em.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_ia64_corehw.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_cpe_em.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_cmc_em.clcfg


/var/stm/config/tools/monitor/wbem_memory_ia64.clcfg


The thresholds for generating events are not configurable for each client. All clients use the event thresholds 
specified in these clcfg files.


NOTE: EMSWrapperProvider is one of the providers under SFMProviderModule.


Configuring this Provider EMSWrapper Indication Provider uses a common configuration file for logging along with other SFM 
providers. So editing the configuration file will affect the other two providers as well. The configuration file 
FMLogggerConfig.xml can be found in /var/opt/sfm/conf/.


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the file are as 
follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity> <!-- Possible Values are INFORMATIONAL, WARNING, ERROR, 
CRITICAL, STOPLOGGING -->


<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>
<FileSize> 20480 </FileSize> <!-- sets the max. file size in KB. Min allowed value 2KB, Max allowed 


value , 1048576 KB (1 GB)  -->
<NBackupFiles> 3 </NBackupFiles> <!-- Number of files to roll over. Min allowed value 1, Max 


allowed value 10 -->
</LoggerConfig>


</SFMConfig>
In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


1. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold logging level 
and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL


 MILESTONE


 STOPLOGGING


Note: The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of information. It is advisable not to use it 
for a long time as it may use a lot of disk space. The best threshold in the running environment will be 
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ERROR. The default logging level is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i) STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to be written


c) FileSize: This field defines the maximum size of the logging file to the logging subsystem.


 d) NBackupFiles: When the logging file reaches the maximum file size defined by “FileSize”  
tag, the logging subsystem takes the backup of the current log file and then truncates it. This variable 
defines how many backup files will be preserved by logging subsystem.


2. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig command, to specify the changed configuration file. For example


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig –c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml
Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig command.


NOTE: The current implementation of the logging mechanism assumes that the path to the log file (target 
specified in the configuration file) already exists. i.e., if the target is specified as "/abc/def/ghi.log", the 
path "/abc/def/" should already exist, and should be writeable by root-user.


Using thisP Any HP WBEM services 2.00.09 compliant client will be able to use the MOF classes supported by the 
provider. 


Schema supported by 
this Provider


This Provider services HP_DeviceIndication and is compliant with CIMSchema V2.7.2 Table 1 shows the 
properties of HP_DeviceIndication that are supported by the provider.


Clients are expected to subscribe to this provider using a CIMClient and also write an appropriate WBEM 
consumer to consume the indications generated by EMSWrapper.


Table 1: HP_DeviceIndication and base classes’ supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source1)


String IndicationIdentifier Inherited from 


CIM_Indication


A unique identifier for the Indication similar to a key 
value in that it can be used for identification.


String[] CorrelatedIndications* Inherited from 


CIM_Indication 


A list of IndicationIdentifiers whose notifications are 
correlated with (related to) this one.


Datetime IndicationTime Inherited from 


CIM_Indication 


The time and date of creation of the Indication.


String Description Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


A short description of the Indication. This property
corresponds to “Description of Error” field in the event 
notification.


String AlertingManagedElement* Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication 


The identifying information of the entity (ie, the instance) 
for which this Indication is generated. The property 
contains the path of an instance, encoded as a string 
parameter - if the instance is modeled in the CIM 


  
1 Unless otherwise mentioned the source of the value is in the EMSWrapper itself.


Methods given by this 
Provider


This Provider currently does not provide any method.


Indications generated by 
this Provider.


HP_DeviceIndication.
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Schema. If not a CIM instance, the property contains 
some identifying string that names the entity for which 
the Alert is generated.


Uint16 AlertType Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


Primary classification of the Indication.


1 - Other


2 - Communications Alert


3 - Quality of Service Alert


4 - Processing Error


5 - Device Alert


6 - Environmental Alert


7 - Model Change


8 - Security Alert


String OtherAlertType* Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


A string describing the Alert type - used when the 
AlertType property is set to 1(Other)


Uint16 PerceivedSeverity Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


An enumerated value that describes the severity of the 
AlertIndication from the notifier's point of view.


0 - Unknown


1 - Other


2 - Information


3 - Degraded/Warning


4 - Minor


5 - Major


6 - Critical


7 - Fatal/NonRecoverable


String OtherSeverity* Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


Holds the value of the user defined severity value when 
"PerceivedSeverity" is 1(Other). 


Uint16 ProbableCause Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


An enumerated value that describes the probable cause 
of the situation which resulted in the AlertIndication.


String ProbableCauseDescription Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


Provides additional information related to the 
ProbableCause. This property corresponds to the first 
sub-section of the “Probable Cause/Recommended 
Action” field in the EMS event notification.


Uint16 Trending* Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


Provides information on trending.


0 - Unknown


1 - Trending Up


2 - Trending down


3 - No change


String[] RecommendedActions Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


Free form descriptions of the recommended actions to 
take to resolve the cause of the notification. This property 
corresponds to the sub-sections following the first sub-
section in the “Probable Cause/Recommended Action” 
field in the EMS event notification.
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String EventID Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


An instrumentation or provider specific value that 
describes the underlying "real-world" event represented 
by the Indication. 


Datetime EventTime Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


The time and date the underlying event was first 
detected. This property corresponds to the field “Event 
time” in the EMS event notification.


String SystemCreationClassName Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


The scoping System's CreationClassName for the 
Provider generating this Indication.


String SystemName Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


The scoping System's Name for the Provider generating 
this Indication. This property corresponds to the “System” 
field of the EMS event notification.


String ProviderName Inherited from 


CIM_AlertIndication


The name of the Provider generating this Indication.


String Summary Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Short description of the reason for the indication. This 
property corresponds to the “Summary” field in the EMS 
event notification.


String[] CorrelatedIndications* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


A list of Indication Identifiers whose notifications are 
correlated with (related to) this one. There is no
implication of whether the related indications are the 
cause of this indication or whether this indication is the 
cause of the related indications.


String[] RelatedIndications* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


The list of IndicationIdentifiers whose notifications are 
caused by this one. This indication is the root-cause of 
the indications in this list.


String[] RootCauseIndications* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


The list of IndicationIndentifers whose notifications are 
the root-cause of this indication.


Uint32 EventCategory Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Category for the event. This is a value map which is 
intended to be used by the consumer to group events.


String OtherEventCategory* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


A string defining other values for “EventCategory”.


Uint32 EventSubCategory Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Sub-category for the event. This sub-category is intended 
to be used by the consumer in conjunction with 
“EventCategory” to provide additional granularity to 
group events.


String OtherEventSubCategory* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


A string defining other values for “EventSubCategory”.


Uint32 EventThreshold* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Identifies the number of indications that need to occur as 
part of the internal provider throttling configured for this 
event.


Uint32 EventTimeWindow* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Identifies the time window during which 
"EventThreshold" events need to occur as part of the 
internal provider throttling configured for this event. Time 
is in minutes. 0 means any amount of time.


Uint32 ActualEventThreshold Inherited from Identifies the number of indications that have occurred to 
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HP_AlertIndication meet the internal provider throttling configured for this 
event. This property corresponds to the “Number of 
Events” field, if present, in the EMS Event notification.


Uint32 ActualEventTimeWindow Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Identifies the time window during which the       
"ActualEventThreshold" events have occurred to meet the 
internal provider throttling configured for this event. Time 
is in minutes. 0 means any amount of time. This property 
corresponds to the field “Event Notification” in the EMS 
event notification.


String Query* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


The query expression that defines the condition(s) that 
was met by this Indication.


Boolean ClusterWideEvent* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Indicates whether this event is of interest to all cluster 
members.


String ProviderVersion Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


The version of the provider generating this indication.


String InformationURL Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


URL where the user should go for the latest information 
related to this indication. This property corresponds to 
the “Latest information on this event” field in the EMS 
event notification.


String[] ActionURLs* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


URLs where the user should go to launch tool that will 
provide information functionality that will allow the user 
to perform the recommended action for this indication. 
The tool most likely to help should be listed first in the 
array, then next most likely, and so on.


String[] ActionURLDescriptions* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Description of the URLs listed in the ActionURL.


Uint16 OSType Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


The type of OS on the system generating the indication 
as a value-map.


String OSVersion Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Version of the OS on the system generating the 
indication. This property corresponds to the “OS 
Version” field in the EMS event notification.


String[] NetworkAddresses Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Array of ALL the network addresses of the system 
generating the indication.


String SystemFirmwareVersion Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Array of versions of firmware on the system generating 
the indication. This property corresponds to the “System 
Firmware Version” field in the EMS event notification.


String SystemSerialNumber Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Serial number of the system generating the indication. 
This property corresponds to the “System Serial Number” 
field in the EMS event notification.


String SystemModel Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Model of the system generating the indication. This 
property corresponds to the “System Model Number” 
field in the EMS event notification.


String UserComment* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


User comment information associated with the indication
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String[] VariableNames* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Array of variable names for information that is 
associated with this indication, but cannot be described 
by the other properties of the indication. The names are 
correlated with the variable’s types and values in the 
"VariableTypes" and "VariableValues" arrays. Each 
entry is related to the entries in the other arrays that are 
located at the same index.


Uint16[] VariableTypes* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Array of variable types defined as an enumerated value.


1 - string


2 - datetime


3 - uint8


4 - uint16


5 - uint32


6 - uint64


7 - sint8


8 - sint16


9 - sint32


10 - sint64


11 - real32


12 - real64


13 - char16


14 - Boolean


String[] VariableValues* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


Array of variable values to be used in conjunction with 
"VariableTypes" and "VariableNames" to reconstruct the 
information


Uint16 AlertingElementFormat Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


The format of the AlertingManagedElement property is 
interpretable based upon the value of this property. 
0 – Unknown


1 – Other


2 – CIMObjectPath


String OtherAlertingElementFormat* Inherited from 


HP_AlertIndication


A string defining other values for 
"AlertingElementFormat".


String HWPartNumber* Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication


Part number for the hardware generating the indication.


String[] HWFirmwareVersion Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication


Array of versions of firmware for the hardware 
associated with the indication. This property corresponds 
to the “Firmware Version” field in the EMS event 
notification.


String HWManufacturer Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication


Manufacturer of the hardware associated with the 
indication. This property corresponds to the “Inquiry 
Vendor ID” field in the EMS event notification.


String[] HWLogicalLocation Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication


Array of ALL the logical locations of the hardware 
associated with the indication. This property corresponds 
to the “Physical Device Path” field in the EMS event 
notification.
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String HWPhysicalLocation* Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication


Physical location of the hardware associated with the 
indication.


String[] HWSerialNumber Inherited from 


HP_HardwareIndication


Array of all the serial numbers of the hardware 
associated with the indication. This property corresponds 
to the “Serial Number” field in the EMS event 
notification.


String DeviceModel HP_DeviceIndication Model of the device generating the indication. This 
property corresponds to the “DeviceModel” field in the 
EMS event notification.


String[] DeviceControllerLogicalLocation HP_DeviceIndication Array of ALL the logical locations of the controller of the 
device associated with the indication.


String DevicePermanentName HP_DeviceIndication The permanent, system unique, name of the device, 
encoded as a string parameter. The name string is 
formatted per the DevicePermanentNameFormat 
property. This property corresponds to the “World Wide 
Name” field in the EMS event notification.


Uint16 DevicePermanentNameFormat HP_DeviceIndication The format of the DevicePermanentName property is 
interpretable based upon the value of this property.                
0 - Unknown


1 - Other


2 - WorldWideName


3 – MACAddress


String OtherPermanentNameFormat* 2 HP_DeviceIndication A string defining other values for 
“DevicePermanentFormat”.


For more information refer to the following:


• WBEM information
o For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/CIM/.
o For information about HP WBEM Services for HP-UX, see http://software.hp.com and http://www.hp.com in Network and Systems 


Management.
o For an overview of the indication schema go to http://www.openpegasus.org/uploads/40/3452/WBEMIndications.pdf
o For writing indication consumers go to http://www.openpegasus.org/pp/doc.tpl?CALLER=index.tpl&gdid=3550
o For writing Java clients go to http://www.openpegasus.org/pp/doc.tpl?CALLER=index.tpl&gdid=3314
o For information see System Fault Management Administrator’s guide available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag


• Managed resource documentation
• See EMS Hardware Monitors under the HP-Diagnostics page http://docs.hp.com/hpux/diag/index.html. 
• See event listings for supported monitors under 


o lpmc_em:  http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/lpmc_em.htm
o dm_memory : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/dm_memory.htm
o dm_core_hw: : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/dm_core_hw.htm
o dm_chassis : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/dm_chassis.htm
o disk_em : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/disk_em.htm
o fpl_em: http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/fpl_em.htm
o cmc_em: http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/cmc_em.htm
o memory_ia64 : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/memory_ia64.htm
o ia64_corehw: http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/ia64_corehw.htm


  
2 The ‘*’ sign after property names indicates that the property is not supported. Such values will be returned as CIMValue NULLs.
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o cpe_em: http://docs.hp.com/en/diag/ems/cpe_em.htm


• See data sheets for supported monitors under 
o lpmc_em:  http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_lpmc.htm
o dm_memory : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_mem.htm
o dm_core_hw: : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_core.htm
o dm_chassis : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_dm_chassis.htm
o disk_em : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_disk.htm
o fpl_em: http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_fpl.htm
o cmc_em : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_cmc.htm
o memory_ia64 : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_mem_ia64.htm
o ia64_corehw : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_ia64core.htm
o cpe_em : http://docs.hp.com/hpux/onlinedocs/diag/ems/emd_cpe_em.htm


• Client information
None.


• Support contacts
The EMSWrapper provider is supported as part of HP-UX SFM
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For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.


For the location of the nearest sales office, call:


United States: +1 800 637 7740


Canada: +1 905 206 4725


Japan: +81 3 3331 6111


Latin America: +1 305 267 4220


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9272 2895


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777


Europe/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP 
Channel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740).


Technical information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.


© Copyright Hewlett-Packard Company 2008








HP-UX Filter Metadata Provider 


Provider overview Filter Metadata Provider provides information about HP-Defined/Admin-Defined filters in Filter Metadata 
Repository.


Description In the growing WBEM world, where indication providers and supported indications are growing continuously, it 
will not be easy for user to know what indication filters can deliver the important and relevant indications.  Also, 
one can’t ensure that all the important/desired indications that HP requires are logged in Event Archive so that 
their occurrence is always remembered.  


Filter Metadata (FMD) provider, an instance provider, provides facilities that resolve above-mentioned issues. This 
provider have following salient features


1. It will provide a repository, a XML File, called Filter Metadata Repository that will contain the WBEM 
Query Language (WQL)/ CIM Query Language (CQL) strings representing the filters. There will be two 
types of filters in the repository namely HP-Defined filters and Admin-Defined filters.  The salient features 
of these filters are as follows


a. HP-Defined Filters


i. These Filters are defined/suggested by HP. These filters will be present in the 
repository at the installation time. I.e. HP will distribute them and will manage 
them. 


ii. System administrator can’t delete/modify/create HP-Defined filters. Administrator 
can enable/disable HP-Defined filter. When a FMD Provider client request for 
known filters, only enabled filters will be provided to the FMD client. In this profile, 
system administrator means “root” user.


b. Admin-Defined filters


i. HP doesn’t advise/distribute/manage these filters.  So, at the time of installation, 
no Admin-Defined filter will be present in the FMD repository.


ii. For a given system, the system administrator advises these filters. Administrator 
creates/deletes/modifies these filters using the “Command Line Interface” (CLI) 
provided by “System Fault Management” (SFM) product.


iii. Admin-Defined filters can be enabled/disabled by system administrator. Only 
enabled filters will be visible to FMD provider’s client.


2. The HP-Defined/Admin-Defined filters can be queried from FMD provider. On query, the provider will 
look for enabled HP-Defined/Admin-Defined filters in FMD repository. For each enabled filter in FMD 
repository, it will return an instance of “HP_KnownFilter” whose “Dependent” property will refer to an 
instance of “CIM_IndicationFilter” that have “Query” property set to WQL/CQL string obtained from 
FMD repository. The above instances of CIM_IndicationFilter will be known as HP-Known filters. 


The CIM_IndicationFilter instance, referenced by HP_KnownFilter instance, will have following 
important properties


a. “Query” property set to WQL/CQL string obtained from Filter Metadata Repository.


b. “Description” property set to filter description obtained from Filter Metadata repository.


c. “SourceNameSpace” set to filter source namespace obtained from FMD repository. 


d. “Name” property is derived as follows
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[HP/ADMIN] - <Filter Name > @ <Filter UID> - V<version>


“Filter Name” and “Filter UID” is obtained from FMD repository.
FMD provider defines the “version” part of the “Name” property. This portion will be referred 
as “version” of HP-Known filter in CIMOM repository.


3. For each enabled HP-Known HP-Defined filter, there will be a default persistent subscription to Event 
Archive. In this profile, these subscriptions will be referred to as HP-Known Subscription. Admin-Defined 
HP-Known filters will not have default persistent subscription to Event Archive.


4. When a filter is modified/enabled in the FMD repository, the FMD provider has to update the 
corresponding HP-Known filter in the CIMOM repository. An instance of CIM_IndicationFilter can’t be 
updated as long as there is a client subscription associated with that instance. If the HP-Known filter has 
subscriptions, other than HP-Known, subscription associated with it than FMD provider will preserve 
them. Preservation of subscription means that FMD provider can’t update the existing HP-Known filter. 
Hence, FMD provider will create a new version of HP-Known filter. By creation of new version of HP-
Known filter we mean that a new instance of CIM_IndicationFilter will be created whose “Name” 
property’s “version” part will have higher number than existing HP-Known filter’s “Name” property ‘s 
“version” part.


There can be only one version of filter in FMD repository. But, FMD provider can have multiple versions 
of HP-Known filter present in the CIMOM repository. If the “[HP/ADMIN] - <filter name> @ <filter UID > 
- V” part of “Name” property of two CIM_IndicationFilter instance is same than the two instances are 
considered to be two different version of the same HP-Known filter.  In other words, if only the “version” 
part of “Name” property of two filters varies than these filter are two different version of the same HP-
Known filter. 


The latest version of a HP-Known filter is the one whose “Name” property’s “version” part has the 
highest number.  The latest version of HP Known filter, instance of CIM_IndicationFilter, is associated 
with filter present in FMD repository. The earlier versions of the HP-Known filter are not associated with 
any filter present in FMD repository.  
The HP-Known subscription will always be associated with the latest version of HP-Known filter.


When a CIM-compliant management application query for HP-Known filters from FMD provider it will 
return only the latest version of HP-Known filter. If client is interested in previous version of HP-Known 
filters than he/she has to directly query CIMOM for CIM_IndicationFilter. He/She can than find out the 
previous version of a HP-Known filter by examining the format of “Name” property of 
CIM_IndicationFilter. Client must not use the previous version of HP-Known filter to create new 
subscriptions.


5. When the Filter is deleted / disabled in the FMD Repository then FMD Provider tries to delete the 
corresponding HP-Known subscription and HP-Known Filter in the CIMOM Repository.


6. When a filter is added in the FMD Repository then FMD Provider tries to add the corresponding HP-
Known filter and HP-Known subscription to CIMOM Repository.


7. FMD provider manages HP-Known filter instances and HP-Known subscription instances. In CIMOM 
repository, HP-Known filter instances are identified using the “Name” property format of 
CIM_IndicationFilter. It is important that any client should not use the format of “Name” property for 
any instance of CIM_IndicationFilter. It’s also important that “Name” property of HP-Known filters 
shouldn’t be modified by anybody.


8. The “root” user owns the HP-Known filters (instances of CIM_IndicationFilter), HP-Known subscriptions 
(instances of CIM_IndicationSubscription and instance of CIM_IndicationHandlerCIMXML that refers to 
Event Archive. The “root” user should not modify/delete these instances.


9. The FMD provider doesn’t provide any method for following activities


a. Add/Remove/Modify Admin-Defined Filters.


b. Enable/Disable HP-Defined filters.


c. Ability to patch/upgrade the FMD repository.


d. Ability to import or export Admin-Defined Filter.


For these tasks separate CLIs (Command Line Interface) is provided. Only administrator will be allowed 
to use CLI. Whenever Administrator changes the filters in FMD Repository the FMD provider will be 
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indicated through SFM product’s internal mechanism. Filter Metadata provider will than synchronize the 
FMD repository and CIMOM repository. 


10. FMD provider doesn’t ensure that all the HP-Defined/Admin-Defined filters in the FMD repository are 
mutually exclusive. I.e., it is not guaranteed that an indication will be qualified by one and only one HP-
Known filter.


11. The FMD repository and CIMOM repository can be out of synch due to two reasons 


a. Admin has changed the FMD repository (Both HP-Defined/Admin-Defined process can be 
added/deleted/modified) 


i. By applying a patch or by installing a new version of product.


ii. By changing the filters using the CLIs.


b. The Admin has accidentally deleted/modified HP-Known filter or HP-Known subscription in 
CIMOM repository


On each client call, FMD provider will synchronize the CIMOM repository and FMD repository.


After the Synchronization process client can be assured of following


a. For each enabled filter in FMD repository, there is an instance of CIM_IndicationFilter (latest 
version) in CIMOM repository. This Client can be assured that latest version of HP-Known 
filter in CIMOM repository has properties that are in synch with corresponding filter in FMD 
repository.


b. For each HP-Known HP-Defined filter’s latest version, there is an HP-Known subscription. No 
other version of HP-Known HP-Defined filter will have HP-Known subscription. There is no HP-
Known subscription for a disabled filter in FMD repository.


c. FMD provider has tried to delete all version of HP-Known filter that is deleted or disabled in 
FMD repository. If no instance of CIM_IndicationSubscription is referring to an instance of 
CIM_IndicationFilter than FMD provider will delete that instance of CIM_IndicationFilter. 


d. FMD provider has tried to delete other than latest version of an enabled HP-Known filter.


Following intrinsic methods, of CIM instance provider, are supported by Filter Metadata Provider 


o getInstance ()


o enumerateInstances ()


o enumerateInstanceNames ()


Following intrinsic methods, of CIM instance provider, are not supported by Filter Metadata Provider


o deleteInstance ()


o modifyInstance ()


o createInstance ()


Any extrinsic method of any of the supported MOF class is not supported.


Associations are instrumented using the instance provider framework.


Requirements WBEMServices A.02.07 WBEM Services CORE Product 


Supported managed 
resources


HP-Defined or Admin-Defined Filters in Filter Metadata Repository.


Instances of CIM_IndicationFilter that are referred by HP_KnownFilter instance and created as corresponding 
enabled Filter String is present in the Filter Metadata Repository.


For a list of supported platforms, see the SFM Release Notes at,   http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.


Setting up this 
Provider


The installation scripts do all the necessary setup. No special setup is required. 


If admin wants to have some Admin-Defined filters than he should add Admin-Defined filter to Filter 
Metadata Repository.


Installing this Provider This Provider is part of System Fault Management (SFM) product.


(Detailed instructions for installation of the System Fault Management product are available in the System 
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Fault Management Administrator's Guide, available at http://docs.hp.com/en/diag.)


On installation, the shared-library files, executable binaries, configuration files and MOF definition and 
registration files will be available in the /opt/sfm/ directory, as follows:


o The provider library is libfmd.1. This will be available in /opt/sfm/lib/.


o The CIM MOF files, containing the definitions of the HP-specific MOF classes, (namely 
HP_FMD.mof) will be available in /opt/sfm/schemas/mof. This directory will also include 
the provider registration file, namely HP_FMDReg.mof. Note: All the HP-specific MOF 
classes will be registered under the “root/cimv2” namespace.


o /opt/sfm/schema/fmd directory will contain the Filter Metadata Repository named
“FilterRepository.fmd”.


o The /opt/sfm/bin directory will contain the CLIs. 


o The /opt/sfm/bin directory will contain “sfmconfig” utility.


o The /var/opt/sfm/conf/ directory will contain the (XML) configuration files of the Filter 
Metadata Provider, and all the modules that this provider uses.


o The /opt/sfm/msgcat/C/ directory will contain the catalog files for all the supported 
locales. 


o The /opt/sfm/log/ directory will contain log files generated during the execution of the CPU 
Instance Provider.


The Filter Metadata Provider will support the HPUX 11i V1 operating system:


Configuring this Provider 1. Filter Metadata Provider uses a common configuration file along with other providers in SFM. So 
editing the configuration file will affect the other providers as well. The configuration file can be 
found in the /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml configuration file.


The file specifies the logging threshold severity, and the location of the log-file. The contents of the 
file are as follows:


<SFMConfig>
<LoggerConfig>


<Severity> WARNING </Severity>
<Target> /var/opt/sfm/log/sfm.log </Target>


<FileSize> 20480 </FileSize>
<NBackupFiles>2</NBackupFiles>


</LoggerConfig>
</SFMConfig>


In order to change the logging configuration, the following steps are to be followed:


A. Edit the configuration file /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml to change the threshold 
logging level and/or target.


a) Threshold: Possible values are (in increasing severity)


INFORMATIONAL


WARNING


ERROR


CRITICAL


MILESTONE


STOPLOGGING


NOTE The INFORMATIONAL logging severity will generate a lot of 
information. It is advisable not to use it for a long time as it may use a lot of 
disk space. The recommended threshold in the running environment will be 
WARNING. The default logging level is WARNING.


b) Target: Possible values include:


(i) STDOUT: All log messages are delivered to console.


(ii) The complete path to the file where the log messages are to written


c) FileSize: This field defines the maximum size of the logging file to the logging 
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subsystem.


 d) NBackupFiles: When the logging file reaches the maximum file size defined by 
“FileSize” tag, the logging subsystem takes the backup of the current log file and then truncates it. 
This 


variable defines how many backup files will be preserved by logging subsystem.


B. Run /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig program, to specify the changed configuration file. For example


$ /opt/sfm/bin/sfmconfig –c /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMLoggerConfig.xml


Note that the complete path of the configuration file must be provided to the sfmconfig program.


2. Following CLIs (Command Line Interface) are provided for Admin to manage Filter Metadata 
Repository


• fmdcontrol list -t {HP|ADMIN|ALL}
This command will list all the enabled/disabled filters in the Filter Metadata Repository


• fmdcontrol add -n <filter name> -s {ENABLE|DISABLE} -q <query> -l {WQL|CQL} -
ns <name space> -d <description>


This command will add an Admin-Defined filter to Filter Metadata Repository.


• fmdcontrol delete -n <filter name> -u <unique id>
This command will delete an Admin-Defined filter in Filter Metadata Repository.


• fmdcontrol enable -n <filter name> -u <unique id> -t {HP|ADMIN}
• fmdcontrol disable -n <filter name> -u <unique id> -t {HP|ADMIN}
The above commands enable/disable an HP-Defined or Admin-Defined filter in the 
FMD Repository.


• fmdcontrol modify -n <filter name> -u <unique id> [-s {ENABLE|DISABLE}] [-q 
<query>] [-l {WQL|CQL}] [-ns <name space>] [-d <description>]


This command will modify an Admin-Defined Filter. The filter name is the unique key for 
any filter in Filter Metadata Repository. This command also allows the Admin to 
enable/disable HP-Defined Filter.


• fmdcontrol import -f <import file> -r {YES|NO}
• fmdcontrol export -f <export file>
The above two commands will help the Admin to export the Admin-Defined filters from 
FMD Repository to a file. These Filters can later be imported in the FMD Repository. 
This way Admin can define the filters at one node and can apply the same filters to all 
the managed nodes.


The CLI commands will inform the Filter Metadata Provider about the change in Filter Metadata 
Repository. The Provider will in-turn synchronizes the CIM_IndicationFilter instance in CIMOM 
and Filter Metadata Repository. 


3. The /var/opt/sfm/conf/FMDConfig.xml file provides following important configurable properties. 


a. TerminationPolicy


By default, the FMDProvider preserves the HP-Known filters and HP-Known subscriptions 
across cimserver/provider reboot. This is indicated by “RETAIN” value for this property.


If one wants to remove the HP-Known Filter/Subscription whenever provider is 
unloaded/cimserver is restarted then one must user “REMOVE” value for this property.


Use sfmconfig to dynamically change the provider configuration. 


Using this Provider Client should enumerate instances for “HP_KnownFilter” class. The “Dependent” property of 
“HP_KnownFilter” class will point to latest instance of HP-Known filter that corresponds to the enabled filter 
defined in Filter Metadata Repository. The “FilterType” property of “HP_KnownFilter” class will tell whether it 
is HP-Defined or Admin-Defined filter. 


For HP-Defined enabled filter client is advised not to create subscription to Event Archive. As, the FMD 
provider will create default FMD provider will create it.


Client is supposed to use filter description present in CIM_IndicationFilter “Description” property while 
choosing a filter. Client is not encouraged to base his decision on WQL string of the filter.
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Schema supported by 
this Provider


Any HP WBEM services A.02.07 compliant client will be able to use the MOF classes supported by the 
Filter Metadata Provider.


The description section provides the brief description of the supported MOF classes. The following tables 
provide the information about the supported properties of these MOF classes or their base classes.


Table 1: HP_KnownFilter supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


HP_FilterFactory REF Antecedent 
[key]


CIM_Dependency Refer to instance of HP_FilterFactory.


CIM_IndicationFilter REF 
Dependent [key]


CIM_Dependency Refer to instance of CIM_IndicationFilter, which 
represents an enabled HP-Defined/Admin-Defined filter 
in the Filter Metadata Repository. The instance of 
CIM_IndicationFilter is created and managed by Filter 
Metadata Provider.


uinty16 “FilterType” HP_KnownFilter If CIM_IndicationFilter, mentioned above, represents an 
HP-Defined filter than this property will be set to HP-
Defined(2). 


If CIM_IndicationFilter, mentioned above, represents an 
Admin-Defined filter than this property is set to Admin-
Defined (3).


Table 2: CIM_IndicationFilter supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned. Also, this profile only discuss about the 
CIM_IndicationFilter instances that are created and managed by Filter Metadata Provider)


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


String Query CIM_IndicationFilter This property provides the WQL string that is obtained 
from Filter Metadata Repository.


String QueryLanguage CIM_IndicationFilter Hardcoded to “WQL”


String SourceNameSpace CIM_IndicationFilter The source namespace will be obtained from FMD 
repository.


String Name [Key] CIM_IndicationFilter “Name” property is derived as follows


[HP/ADMIN] - <Filter Name > @ <Filter UID> 
- V<version>


“Filter Name” and “Filter UID” is obtained from FMD
repository.
FMD provider defines the “version” part of the “Name” 
property. 


String CreationClassName [Key] CIM_IndicationFilter Hardcoded to “CIM_IndicationFilter”.


String SystemName [Key] CIM_IndicationFilter Computer system host name obtained using 
getHostName() system call.


String SystemCreationClassName 
[Key]


CIM_IndicationFilter Hardcoded to “PG_ComputerSystem”.


String Caption CIM_ManagedElement Same as Name property.
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String Description CIM_ManagedElement The Description of the filter as is obtained from the Filter 
Metadata Repository.


String ElementName CIM_ManagedElement The Element Name will be hard coded to “HP Known HP-
Defined Filter” / “HP Known Admin-Defined filter”


Table 3: HP_FilterManager supported properties. (Properties that are not supported are not mentioned.)


This class represents the Filter Metadata Repository. 


Property name Property inheritance Property value (and data source)


String ElementName CIM_ManagedElement Hardcoded to “HP Filter Metadata Repository”


String Caption CIM_ManagedElement Hardcoded to “HP Filter Metadata Repository”


String Description CIM_ManagedElement Provides the general description of the class.


Datetime LastUpdateTime HP_FilterFactory This property tells last modification time of Filter Metadata 
Repository.


String Revision HP_FilterFactory This property tells the revision number of Filter Metadata 
Repository. 


String SystemCreationClass [key] HP_FilterFactory Hardcoded to “PG_ComputerSystem”.


String SystemName [key] HP_FilterFactory Computer system host name obtained using 
getHostName() system call.


String CreationClassName [key] HP_FilterFactory Hardcoded to “HP_FilterFactory”


Links to more information


• WBEM information
For a CIM tutorial, go to http://www.wbemsolutions.com/tutorials/CIM/.


• For more information on System Fault Management (SFM) Product go to SFM documentation site.
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For additional information on HP products and services, visit us at 
http://www.hp.com.


For the location of the nearest sales office, call:


United States: +1 800 637 7740


Canada: +1 905 206 4725


Japan: +81 3 3331 6111


Latin America: +1 305 267 4220


Australia/New Zealand: +61 3 9272 2895


Asia Pacific: +8522 599 7777


Europe/Africa/Middle East: +41 22 780 81 11


For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP 
Channel Partners (in the U.S., call 1 800 637 7740).


Technical information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.
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